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The neuromuscular junction (NMJ), the synapse formed between lower motor neuron and 
skeletal muscle fibre, is known to be a target in a number of neurodegenerative conditions, 
including motor neuron disease (MND).  Located in an accessible part of the peripheral 
nervous system, the NMJ can be used as a ‘model synapse’ in the context of ‘connectomics’ – 
the study of synaptic connectivity throughout the nervous system as a whole.  Although the 
NMJ has been studied in a number of species, relatively little is known about its structure in 
humans, complicating the translation of animal models of disease to the human condition. 
 
Described here is the first detailed cellular and molecular characterization of the human 
NMJ.  A standardized methodology for comparative morphometric analysis of NMJs was 
developed and validated (‘NMJ-morph’).  NMJ-morph was used to generate baseline data 
for 2160 NMJs from a single litter of wild type mice, representing 9 distinct muscles across 3 
body regions.   
 
Principal components analysis (PCA) revealed synaptic size and fragmentation to be the key 
determinants of synaptic variability.  Correlation data revealed the pre-synaptic cell (motor 
neuron) to be a stronger predictor of synaptic morphology than the post-synaptic cell 
(muscle fibre).  Other factors influencing synaptic variability were in a clear hierarchy: 
muscle identity accounted for more variation in synaptic form than animal identity, with 
side having no effect. 
 
Human tissue was obtained from 20 patients (aged 34 to 92 years) undergoing lower limb 
amputation, primarily for the complications of peripheral vascular disease (PVD).  Muscle 
samples were harvested from non-pathological regions of the surgical discard tissue.  2860 
human NMJs were analyzed from 4 distinct muscles (extensor digitorum longus, soleus, 
peroneus longus and peroneus brevis), and compared with equivalent NMJs from wild type 
mice.   
 
Human NMJs displayed unique morphological characteristics, including small size, thin 
axons, rudimentary nerve terminals and distinctive ‘nummular’ endplates, all of which 
distinguished them from equivalent mouse NMJs.  The previous notion of partial occupancy 
in human NMJs was disproved.  As in mice, the pre-synaptic cell was shown to correlate 
more strongly with NMJ morphology; in contrast to mice, the human NMJ was found to be 
relatively stable throughout its 90+ year lifespan.  In support of the tissue harvesting 
procedure, patient co-morbidities (diabetes mellitus and vascular disease) did not 







Super-resolution imaging of the NMJ revealed significant differences in the functional 
architecture of human and mouse active zones.  Despite the smaller synaptic size in humans, 
the total quantity of active zone material was conserved between the species, suggesting a 
homeostatic mechanism to preserve effective neurotransmission.  Parallel proteomic 
profiling demonstrated further species-specific differences in the broader molecular 
composition of the NMJ. 
 
The cellular and molecular anatomy of the human NMJ is fundamentally different to that of 
other mammalian species.  These differences must be taken into account when translating 

































The neuromuscular junction (NMJ) is the point of contact between nerve and muscle, and is 
essential for the control of movement.  The NMJ is known to break down in a number of 
conditions including motor neuron disease (MND).  Studies to find treatments for such 
conditions are mainly based on animals with disease, assuming that the findings can be 
applied to humans.  Although NMJs in various animals have been studied previously, 
relatively little is known about the human NMJ. 
  
The aim of this project was to provide the first detailed description of the structure of the 
human NMJ.  The ability to compare human NMJs with those of other animals will allow 
researchers to understand how the results of animal studies can be applied to the treatment 
of human disease. 
 
The first part of the project describes the development and testing of a new method for 
measuring NMJs (‘NMJ-morph’), to allow NMJs from different species to be compared in a 
consistent manner.  NMJ-morph was then used to study NMJs from a range of muscles in 
mice.  This identified the 2 key features that distinguish NMJs from one another: their 
overall size, and the number of smaller pieces that contribute to the whole.   
 
To see how this data compared with humans, muscle samples were then obtained from 
patients (aged from 34 to 92 years) undergoing leg amputation.  NMJs were analyzed from 
parts of the leg without disease.  In comparison with mice, human NMJs were smaller and 
divided into more pieces.  Also in contrast to mice, the human NMJ maintained a stable 
structure throughout its lifetime.   
 
Cutting edge techniques (super resolution imaging and tandem mass spectrometry) were 
then used to study the molecular make-up of the human NMJ.  Again, compared to mice, 
these results revealed clear differences in the proteins that make up the human NMJ, and 
how they are arranged to form the ‘active zones’ that send signals from nerve to muscle to 
control movement.     
 
In summary, this project provides the first detailed description of the structure of the human 
NMJ, and shows it to be fundamentally different to the mouse NMJ.  In future research, 
these findings will help to guide the interpretation of animal based studies and treatments in 
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“…I am got [sic] extremely interested in tabulating, according to mere size of genera, the 
species having any varieties marked by Greek letters or otherwise: the result (as far as I have 
yet gone) seems to me one of the most important arguments I have yet met with, that 
varieties are only small species–or species only strongly marked varieties.  The subject is in 
many ways so very important for me; I wish much you would think of any well-worked 
Floras with from 1000-2000 species, with the varieties marked.  It is good to have hair-
splitters and lumpers.  (Those who make many species are the “splitters,” and those who 
make few are the “lumpers.”)…” 
 
Letter to J. D. Hooker, 1857 
 
“…I am convinced that the most experienced naturalist would be surprised at the number of 
the cases of variability, even in important parts of structure, which he could collect on good 
authority, as I have collected, during a course of years.  It should be remembered that 
systematists are far from being pleased at finding variability in important characters, and 
that there are not many men who will laboriously examine internal and important organs, 
and compare them in many specimens of the same species…” 
 
Variation under Nature: Individual Differences, On the Origin of Species, 1859 
 
 





“…When you are studying any matter, or considering any philosophy, ask yourself only 
what are the facts and what is the truth that the facts bear out.  Never let yourself be 
diverted either by what you wish to believe, or by what you think would have beneficent 
social effects if it were believed.  But look only, and solely, at what are the facts…”  
 
Interview, Face to Face, BBC, 1959 
 
 







1.1   Chapter summary 
 
This opening chapter will review our current understanding of the human neuromuscular 
junction (NMJ) and outline the aims of the project.  By highlighting aspects of human NMJ 
form and function where knowledge is presently lacking, and examining the implications 
for translational research, this review aims to set the context and scope of the project.  
 
1.2   Background: The human NMJ in context 
 
The NMJ is the synapse formed between lower motor neuron and skeletal muscle fibre.  The 
basic structure of the NMJ is well established (Engel, 2008), with the synapse being specially 
adapted to facilitate rapid neurotransmission with a high ‘safety factor’ (Wood and Slater, 
2001).  The basic architecture of the NMJ comprises a core ‘triad’ of cellular components – 
motor axon, muscle fibre and terminal Schwann cell – to which a putative 4th cell type, the 
NMJ-capping cell or ‘kranocyte’ (Court et al, 2008) might now be included (Figure 1.1).  In 
addition to being the largest and most effective synapse in the body, the NMJ is also one of 
the most abundant; approximately 40% of the body weight comprises skeletal muscle, with 
each muscle fibre possessing at least one NMJ.   
 
Historically, many of the most important breakthroughs in synaptic biology have been 
derived from the study of NMJs, including the quantal nature of transmitter release (Fatt 
and Katz, 1952), the demonstration of synaptic vesicles by electron microscopy (Couteaux 
and Pécot-Dechavassine, 1970) and the identification and role of agrin (Nitkin et al, 1987).  
These fundamental insights into synaptic biology highlight the major contribution of the 
NMJ to the basic sciences, and underpin many of the various forms of NMJ dysfunction.  
 
Clinically, the NMJ is a known pathological target in a number of neuromuscular disorders, 
including myasthenia gravis (Sommer et al, 2008), the Lambert-Eaton and congenital 
myasthenic syndromes (Nagel et al, 1988; Beeson et al, 2008) and ‘limb-girdle myasthenia’ 






vulnerability of NMJs in different forms of motor neuron disease, including amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis and spinal muscular atrophy (Murray et al, 2010).  The NMJ is also a target 
of external agents in botulism (Johnson and Montecucco, 2008) and organophosphate and 
carbamate poisoning (De Bleecker, 2008). 
 
As a research tool, the simplicity of the NMJ as a three/four-cell synapse, combined with its 
accessible location in the peripheral nervous system, makes it an ideal ‘model synapse’ for 
studying underlying principles of synaptic biology.  In this context, the NMJ has been used 
to uncover molecular mechanisms of synaptic maturation and maintenance (Shi et al, 2012), 
activity-dependent plasticity (Newman et al, 2017) and age-related degeneration (Liu et al, 
2017).  Many of these basic principles are intimately linked with the ongoing ‘connectomic’ 
effort – the attempt to map the total synaptic connectivity of the nervous system (Morgan 
and Lichtman, 2013).  The only complete connectome to date is that of the nematode C. 
elegans (White et al, 1986), but there are ongoing projects in other species including 
Drosophila (Meinertzhagen, 2016) and mice (Oh et al, 2104; Jiang et al, 2105).  Given the 
complexity inherent in even a small volume of mouse cortex (1,500 µm3 contains some 1,700 
synaptic connections; Kasthuri et al, 2105), the challenges of mapping the human 
connectome are formidable.  On a smaller scale however, individual muscle connectomes 
have been successfully mapped in various muscles of the mouse (e.g. interscutularis, Lu et al, 
2009; 4th deep lumbrical muscle, Hirst and Ribchester, 2013), where the final pattern of 
connectivity is determined (critically) by postnatal synapse elimination at the NMJ. 
 
Historically then, although many of the most important breakthroughs in synaptic biology 
have derived from studies of the NMJ, the NMJs themselves have generally been of 
mammalian or lower vertebrate and invertebrate origin, with relatively infrequent focus 
given to the human NMJ.  An understanding of the comparative anatomy of the NMJ is of 
crucial importance therefore to the translation of these findings to the human NMJ.  
 
1.2.1   Comparative anatomy of the NMJ  
NMJs have been studied in numerous species across the whole of the animal kingdom 
(Slater, 2008), with many of the most primitive animals (e.g. Drosophila) possessing discrete 
NMJs with discernable synaptic boutons.  Nematodes (e.g. C. elegans) are the exception, 
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wherein each longitudinal muscle fibre of the body wall sends out multiple ‘muscle arms’ to 
contact several longitudinal motor axons (Slater, 2015).   
 
Aside from nematodes, recognizable NMJs have been studied in the following groups, 
subgroups and species: invertebrates, e.g. insects (Drosophila, Campbell and Ganetzky, 2012), 
molluscs (snail, Elekes et al, 2000), crustaceans (crayfish, King et al, 1996) and arachnids 
(funnel weaver, Moon, 1996); ‘lower’ vertebrates, e.g. fish (zebrafish, Helmprobst et al, 2015), 
amphibians (frog, Torri-Tarelli et al, 1990; toad, Everett et al, 2002), reptiles (snake, Wilkinson 
and Teng, 2003; lizard, Walrond and Reese, 1985) and birds (zebra finch, Desaki and Uehara, 
1981) and ‘higher’ vertebrates (i.e. mammals), e.g. mouse, rat, rabbit, cat, dog, monkey and 
(albeit to a relatively limited degree) humans (Coërs and Woolf, 1959; Fahim et al, 1984; Slater 
et al, 1992) (Figure 1.2). 
 
When reviewed in totality, there is great morphological diversity in NMJs (on both sides of 
the synapse) within and between species.  Similarly, although there appears to be a general 
trend toward smaller NMJs in larger animals (Figure 1.2), this relationship has not been 
quantitatively established and is by no means absolute; nor is the size of the NMJ 
determined by (or necessarily correlated with) the size of the muscle fibre it innervates 
(though positive correlations between endplate size and fibre diameter have been 
demonstrated in certain species and muscles, e.g. frog sartorius, Kuno et al, 1971; mouse 
diaphragm, EDL and soleus, Harris and Ribchester, 1979). 
 
The comparative anatomy of NMJ ultrastructure in relation to active zones is discussed in 
Chapter 5 (Section 5.2.1). 
 
1.2.2   Topographical distribution of the human NMJ 
The topography of terminal motor innervation in humans varies considerably between the 
skeletal muscle of the limbs and trunk (somatic origin), and that of the head and neck (with 
both somatic and branchial origins; Last, 1984). 
 
1.2.2.1   Limb and trunk muscles 
In striated muscle of the limbs and trunk, NMJs are located at the midpoint of individual 






unipennate muscle (eg, biceps brachii), NMJs are therefore located in a relatively tight ‘band’ 
running across the midpoint of the muscle belly.  In muscles with a more complex 
architecture (bipennate, multipennate), the overall shape of the ‘motor endplate band’ (MEP 
band) conforms to the gross arrangement of the individual fibres within the muscle (or part 
thereof, if the muscle has multiple heads or bellies) but always with NMJs located mid-fibre 
(Christensen, 1959; Coërs and Woolf, 1959) (Figure 1.1).   
 
In the first extensive study of NMJ topography, Christensen (1959) mapped the MEP bands 
for 16 different muscles (mainly from the upper and lower limbs) obtained from stillborn 
infants using a cholinesterase method (Table 1.1 and Figure 1.1).  The only exceptions to the 
rule of a single endplate band per muscle were in gracilis (2 endplate bands) and sartorius 
(disseminated endplates), where the spurious ‘multiple innervation’ of individual muscle 
fibres is thought to be due to the development of these muscles from chains of myoblasts 
lying in series.   
 
[Electron microscopy has since shown that the exact nature of this ‘in series’ architecture 
varies considerably, with several types of ‘myo-tendinous’ and ‘myo-myous’ junctions 
described (Torigoe and Nakamura, 1987).  In relation to these different types of muscle 
architecture, multi-innervation has also been demonstrated in various animal muscles, e.g. 
sternomastoid (guinea pig, Duxson and Sheard, 1995; guinea pig, rabbit, Paul, 2001), 
sternocephalicus (horse; Zenker et al, 1990), latissimus dorsi (rat; Zenker et al, 1990), 
semitendinosus (mouse, guinea pig, rabbit, monkey, human; Paul, 2001) and gracilis (rat, 
Zenker et al, 1990; mouse, guinea pig, rabbit, monkey, human, Paul, 2001).] 
 
Over the course of several studies, Coërs and Woolf (1959) confirmed the findings of 
Christensen (1959) in adult muscles (14 in total; Table 1.1) using the technique of ‘motor 
point biopsy’.  Clinically, the ‘motor point’ refers to the point on the skin/muscle where an 
electrical stimulus (of minimal strength) will produces a twitch of the underlying muscle; 
anatomically, it is defined as the point(s) at which a motor nerve(s) enters the muscle belly.  
The position of endplate bands has also been documented in whole adult muscles by means 
of heavy cryostat microtome (for biceps brachii, tibialis anterior and sartorius; Aquilonius et al, 







In the trunk, endplate bands have been confirmed for rectus abdominis, external oblique, 
internal oblique and transversus abdominis (Woodley et al, 2007); multiple endplate bands were 
noted in some regions of all 4 muscles, due to the in series development of individual 
muscle fibres (as noted above).  In the back, endplates have been labeled in the 
transversospinal group of paravertebral muscles (Cornwall et al, 2011).    
 
Endplate bands have since been documented for a large number of human muscles, both by 
staining and electromyography (EMG) (Table 1.1).  The non-invasive nature of surface EMG 
confers a clear advantage over motor point biopsy in terms of endplate localization, and has 
found a wide range of clinical and research applications including the study of muscle 
fatigue, motor neuron disease, neuropathies and myopathies (Hogrel, 2005; Drost et al, 
2006).  Although biceps brachii has been extensively studied in this regard, surface EMG has 
been used to map a wide range of other muscles (Table 1.1). 
 
Micro-dissection has also been used to establish the terminal motor innervation of several 
muscles, including psoas major (Van Campenhout et al, 2010), triceps surae (Parratte et al, 
2002) and the flexors/extensors of the forearm (El-Din Safwat and Abdel-Meguid, 2007); 
however, in the absence of confirmation by immunohistochemical labeling, these studies 
provide only an estimate of endplate location.  
 
In the head and neck, NMJs demonstrate a number of unusual features, and are reviewed 
separately in the following sections.  
 
1.2.2.2   Laryngeal muscles  
The location of NMJs in the laryngeal muscles have been particularly studied in regard to 
reinnervation procedures following paralysis or transplantation (Gambino et al, 1985) and 
the use of botulinum toxin to treat spastic dysphonia (De Vito et al, 1985).  Using AChE 
labeling in post-mortem specimens, the shape and location of endplate bands have been 
documented for the key laryngeal muscles: posterior cricoarytenoid (Gambino et al, 1985; loose 
arc), lateral cricoarytenoid (Freije et al, 1986; tight band), interarytenoid (transverse arytenoid) 
(Freije et al, 1987; inverted ‘Y’ distribution), cricothyroid (De Vito et al, 1985; middle two 
thirds), thyroarytenoid (vocalis) (Konig and Leden, 1961; Rosen et al, 1983; Sheppert et al, 2003 
– middle third, using synaptophysin labeling).  Endplates bands have also been documented 
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for the poorly understood ‘ventricular/vestibular’ muscle, located in the false vocal cords 
(Guida and Zorzetto, 2007). 
 
Several of these studies also supported earlier reports (Rossi and Cortesina, 1965; twice) of 
apparent ‘multi-innervation’ of laryngeal muscle fibres (> 1 NMJ per muscle fibre).  More 
detailed study of adult NMJs in 4 muscles (cricothyroid, thyroarytenoid, interarytenoid and 
posterior cricoarytenoid) by Périé et al, 1997, confirmed genuine multi-innervation (> 1 NMJ 
per muscle fibre) in up to 21% of muscle fibres; all of these fibres were (nevertheless) mono-
innervated by a single axon/motor neuron (not poly-innervated from different axons/motor 
neurons).  The spacing of multiple endplates was highly variable, ranging from 
circumferential positions opposite one another, to longitudinal distances of up to 150µm 
apart.  In contrast to earlier studies, NMJs were not confined to discrete bands, but scattered 
throughout the muscles.   
 
1.2.2.3   Facial muscles 
Similar to the laryngeal muscles, a key feature of the facial muscles is the presence of 
individual fibres with multiple endplates.  In an extensive study, Happak et al (1997) 
documented the endplate locations for 10 different facial muscles (Figure 1.1, Table 1.1). 
 
Endplates were found in ‘zones’ rather than ‘bands’, with 3 patterns described: multiple 
small ‘zones’ (or isolated endplates, e.g. the circumferential, sphincteric muscles), a single 
large ‘zone’ (and 2-3 smaller zones, e.g. the zygomatic muscles) and multiple large ‘zones’ (2-
4 in number, e.g. the dilator muscles of the lips).  Furthermore, none of the muscles had a 
gross ‘in series’ architecture (i.e. all fibres ran from origin to insertion without interruption), 
suggesting multi-innervation in at least a proportion of the muscle fibres. 
 
Single fibre preparations confirmed both the presence of multiple endplates and their 
eccentric position (i.e. endplates were not located at the midpoint of the fibres).  Multiple 
endplates were found in ≈ 25% of fibres (≈ 20% with 2 NMJs, ≈ 5% with ≥ 3 NMJs), whilst the 
distance between multiple endplates varied from < 50µm (≈ 45%) to > 200µm (≈ 5%). 
 
The distribution of endplates in distinct clusters and eccentric locations has been confirmed 
using surface EMG for several other facial muscles (Masuda et al, 1987; Lapatki et al, 2006; 
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Table 1.1).  Similar localization using surface EMG has also been performed for other muscle 
groups of the head and neck, including the muscles of mastication (Tokunaga et al, 1998; 
Castroflorio et al; 2005), sternocleidomastoid and trapezius (respectively, Falla et al, 2002; 
Masuda et al, 1987).  Multiple endplates per muscle fibre have also been demonstrated 
histochemically in the tongue (for superior longitudinalis; Slaughter et al, 2005). 
 
1.2.2.4   Ocular muscles  
Given the unique nature and special function of the extra-ocular muscles (Porter et al, 1995), 
it is hardly surprising that the neuromuscular innervation is neither simple nor fully 
understood.  These difficulties are further compounded by confusing nomenclature and 
conflicted findings of different studies.  As with other muscles of the head and neck 
(preceding sections), extra-ocular muscles contain fibres displaying multiple endplates 
(Kupfer, 1960), but the individual innervation patterns also appear to be more complex.  
 
 Oda (1986) defined 3 types of innervation (see Figure 1.1). Type A innervation (≈ 66% of 
fibres) described a single large (plaque-like) endplate on a large diameter fibre (≈ 30µm) (i.e. 
mono-neuronal, focal innervation).  Type B innervation (≈ 5% of fibres) described multiple 
fragmented (grape-like) endplates on an intermediate diameter fibre (≈ 20µm), with 
endplates spaced ≤ 500µm apart (i.e. multi-innervation, and possibly poly-neuronal).  Type 
C innervation (≈ 33% of fibres) described multiple small (bead-like) endplates on a small 
diameter fibre (≈ 10µm), with endplates spaced ≤ 50µm apart (i.e. multi-innervation, and 
possibly poly-neuronal)  
 
Sadeh and Stern (1984) simply defined ‘en plaque’ endplates on felderstruktur fibres* and ‘en 
grappe’ endplates on fibrillenstruktur fibres*, reflecting focal and multi-innervation patterns, 
respectively (*the fibre structures relate simply to the myofibril arrangement; Kruger, 1949).  
Rather confusingly however, the ‘grape-like’ fibres of Sadeh and Stern were synonymous 
with the ‘bead-like’ fibres of Oda (Type C, above), whereas the ‘grape-like’ fibres of Oda 
(Type B, above) represented a third, previously undescribed group (perhaps a reflection of 
their scarcity, in only 5% of the total fibres).  In addition, Sadeh and Stern (1984) did not note 
any evidence of poly-neuronal innervation of either single or multiple endplates.  Earlier 
work by Dietert (1965) also recognized two endplate types (en plaque/en grappe) and two 
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fibres types (felderstruktur/fibrillenstruktur) but the pairings were reversed cf. Sadeh and Stern 
(1984) (i.e. en plaque w/ fibrillenstruktur fibres, en grappe w/ felderstruktur fibres). 
 
Ruskell (1984; twice) described a small percentage of muscle fibres (≈ 5%) with unusual 
‘spiral nerve endings’ innervating multiple circumferential ‘dapple’ (fragmented) endplates, 
two-thirds of which were ensheathed by extensions from perineural epithelial cells.  These 
fibres were postulated to be responsible for the exceptional speed of contraction of the extra-
ocular muscles.  In retrospect, although these fibres were not referred to as such at the time, 
it is possible that they might represent the Type B fibres described by Oda in 1986, based on 
their similar prevalence (≈ 5%) and morphology (multiple, fragmented). 
 
Overall, the complexity of the innervation patterns described along with the possibility of 
poly-neuronal innervation of some fibre types (which is usually only associated with fetal 
innervation before synapse elimination) points to a very different functional organization of 
the extra-ocular muscles.  Compared with the skeletal muscles of the limbs and trunk, the 
structural and functional differences exhibited by the extra-ocular muscles might explain (at 
least in part) their selective vulnerability in certain neuromuscular diseases (e.g. myasthenia 
gravis) that are characterized by an ocular presentation (Porter et al, 1996). 
 
1.2.3   Development of the human NMJ 
Development and maintenance of the vertebrate NMJ is well documented, through the 
study of multiple animal models (Sanes and Lichtman, 1999; 2001).  In comparison, there are 
relatively few studies of human NMJ development (almost certainly due to the ethical 
difficulties associated with human embryonic/fetal work), although ontogenesis in utero is 
better established than the details of subsequent maturation through childhood to 
adulthood. 
 
The basic structure of a recognizable NMJ (nerve terminal, motor endplate, Schwann cell; 
approximately 20µm diameter) is present at 9 weeks (Fidzianska, 1980; quadriceps femoris).  
Prior to this, AChRs have a diffuse distribution throughout the myotube or primitive muscle 
fibre (Hesselmans et al, 1993; thigh).  The important landmarks of the pre- and post-synaptic 




In terms of the post-synaptic region, endplate length gradually decreases until 16 weeks and 
remains static (at 10µm) during synapse elimination (Hesselmans et al, 1993), although the 
junctional folds themselves undergo continuous modification (increasing in number and 
length) from 10 weeks to 20 weeks (Fidzianska, 1980).  Fetal AChRs (gamma type) have been 
replaced by adult AChRs (epsilon type) by 30 weeks (Hesselmans et al, 1993).  Endplate 
length gradually increases again from 40 weeks (birth) to 1 year, plateauing thereafter at 
approximately 20 to 25µm diameter (Hesselmans et al, 1993; intercostals). 
 
With regard to the pre-synaptic changes, multiple terminal axons (covered by a single 
Schwann cell) overlie the endplate at 9 weeks (Fidzianska, 1980).  The change from poly-
innervation to mono-innervation (synapse elimination) then occurs from 16 weeks to 25 
weeks (Hesselmans et al, 1993).  Regression of polyneuronal innervation has also been 
studied in the human psoas muscle (Gramsbergen et al, 1997); poly-innervation (1-5 axons 
per NMJ) was present until 25 weeks, with mono-innervation predominating from 3 months 
after birth.  Nerve terminal complexity (and motor endplate size) increased from birth to a 
year and a half, at which point NMJs were described as comparable to those of young adults 
(2 controls aged 29 and 44 years). 
 
During childhood and adolescence however, there is a marked gap in the understanding of 
the human NMJ.  For example, changes equivalent to the ‘plaque to pretzel’ maturation of 
mouse NMJs over 2 postnatal weeks (Marques et al, 2000) have not been documented.  
Again, this lack of knowledge is almost certainly a consequence of the difficulties associated 
with obtaining paediatric tissue samples.  
 
1.2.4   Aging of the human NMJ 
Age related remodeling of the NMJ (e.g. denervation, fragmentation, etc.) is typical in 
rodents (Valdez et al, 2010; Willadt et al, 2016).  In contrast, the effects of aging on the 
human NMJ are limited to a small number of studies, with very conflicted findings. 
 
Oda (1984) studied NMJs on intercostal muscles from middle to old age (in individuals of 
ages: 32, 33, 47, 54, 57, 60, 66, 72, 76 years).  Both pre- and post-synaptic variables increased 
in a linear manner with age: nerve terminal branching (with a decrease in T1 endings* from 
95 to 50%), endplate length (from 40 to 80µm) and endplate fragmentation (with a greater 
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number of small clusters with age; from 3 or 4 in younger cases to 6 or 7 in older cases).  
[*Tuffery classification, 1971] 
 
Wokke et al (1990) also studied NMJs on intercostal muscles (including ultrastructure) in a 
wider age range (children: 4, 4½, 8 years; young adults: 24, 27, 31; old adults: 46, 54, 58, 62; 
aged adults: 71, 73, 75, 77).  No changes were found in nerve terminal branching (2-6 
branches per NMJ) or endplate length (static at 20-25µm) with age, whilst endplate 
fragmentation was not assessed.  Ultrastructure was measured semi-quantitatively 
(regularity of nerve terminals, branching and degeneration of junctional folds) with the post-
synaptic region (mainly) becoming more complex with age.  The greater post-synaptic area 
in adults compared with children was also demonstrated by Arizono et al (1984).   
 
Gambino et al (1990) studied NMJs on the posterior cricoarytenoid muscle of the larynx (in 
very young: 4 days, 3 months, 1 year; middle aged: 20, 22, 28, 55, 57; and old individuals: 64, 
70, 73, 80, 95).  Both pre- and post-synaptic variables (number of branches, length of 
endplate) increased from youth to middle age, but remained stable from middle to old age.  
 
Périé et al (1999) also studied development and aging of NMJs in laryngeal muscles, but 
with particular regard to their unusual multi-innervation (see Section 1.2.2.2).  The 
fetal/infant pattern (at 31 weeks, birth and 7 months) was compared to the adult pattern (at 
41 and 54 years).  In adult muscles, innervation was exclusively mono-neuronal (with either 
single or multiple endplates per fibre); at 7 months of age, both mono- and poly-neuronal 
innervation was found (and both in both cases, with single or multiple endplates) (Figure 
1.1).  Multi-innervation (multiple endplates) was ≈ 25% at 7 months, and decreased with age; 
conversely, the size of each endplate and the degree of its fragmentation increased with age. 
 
1.2.5   The human NMJ in health 
To date (and 25 years after its first publication) the primary reference work on the human 
NMJ in health remains the seminal paper by Slater et al from 1992; the methods, results and 
conclusions of this study are therefore discussed in some detail below.  The morphology of 
the ‘normal’ human NMJ has been described (albeit intermittently) both prior to this work 
and in the intervening years (see other sections) but usually as the control for another 
research question or pathology, rather than the main focus of an independent study. 
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Slater et al (1992) described the structure and function of human NMJs in vastus lateralis, 
obtained at motor point biopsy, in 9 individuals (22-44 years).  The patients were in 2 
groups: one with muscle pain of unknown origin, the other with primary myopathic 
conditions.  Nerve conduction was normal in all patients excluding primary neurogenic 
disturbances.  A variety of techniques were utilized, including both light and electron 
microscopy, and various electrophysiological approaches.  The structural studies (1-4) 
included assessment of: 1) muscle fibres, 2) intramuscular nerves, 3) subneural apparatus 
and 4) ultrastructure.  In total, approximately 200-300 NMJs were quantified. 
 
Muscle fibre diameters averaged 50-60µm, with fibre type proportions of 40% (type 1, slow 
twitch) and 60% (type 2, fast twitch).  Intramuscular nerves displayed a predominantly T1 
innervation pattern (Tuffery, 1971) with 5-10% sprouts, 15% collaterals (Barker and Ip, 1966) 
and a functional terminal innervation ratio (FTIR) of ≈ 1.10 (Coërs and Woolf, 1959; FTIR is 
defined later, see Section 4.4.1.4).  These innervation data are in keeping with previous 
results reported by Coërs and Woolf (1959) and Engel (1986) for other human muscles 
(deltoid, biceps, brachioradialis, flexor carpi radialis, vastus medialis and tibialis anterior). 
 
The ‘subneural apparatus’ (motor endplate) on light microscopy was small and fragmented 
(average length ≈ 40µm, average area ≈ 200µm2, approximately 5-6 fragments per endplate), 
with the AChE distribution extending slightly beyond the footprint of the AChR clusters.  
Endplate area was found to correlate positively with fibre diameter, in keeping with similar 
results in other species (mouse, Harris and Ribchester, 1979; frog, Kuno et al, 1971). 
 
Ultrastructure was defined in relation to 18 pre- and post-synaptic variables on transverse 
sections (based on the method described by Engel and Santa, 1971).  Of particular note, the 
derived variable ‘occupancy’ as described here and applied to human NMJs (≈ 40% in VL), 
has been the source of much contention and confusion in the intervening years, leading to 
the spurious notion of ‘partial occupancy’ of human NMJs (discussed in detail in Section 
4.4.1.3; see also Figure 4.4).   
 
From a functional point of view, the extensive junctional folding of the motor endplate was 
presumed to explain the ‘safety factor’ for neurotransmission at the human NMJ (Slater, 
2003), with a post-synaptic to pre-synaptic membrane area ratio of ≈ 20 to 1 (absolute = 
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1616µm2 : 79µm2), since the nerve terminals were otherwise small, with low quantal content.  
This observation was contrasted with the essentially pre-synaptic mechanism of safety factor 
homeostasis in species with larger nerve terminals and higher quantal content, such as the 
frog, with a post-synaptic to pre-synaptic area ratio of only 2.5 to 1 (= 3000µm2 : 1200µm2) 
(Torri-Tarelli et al, 1990; frog cutaneous pectoris muscle). 
 
1.2.6   The human NMJ in disease 
Although the NMJ is a pathological target in several neuromuscular disorders (either as the 
primary focus or a secondary consequence), the morphological changes at the NMJ have 
been largely determined from animal models of disease, with pathological effects at the 
human NMJ being described relatively intermittently.   
 
1.2.6.1   Myasthenia gravis (MG)  
Myasthenia gravis is an autoimmune disease characterized by a reduction in the number of 
AChRs at the NMJ, which presents clinically as weakness and fatigue of specific muscles 
(Vincent, 2002). 
 
Morphologically, a spectrum of changes are seen at the NMJ both pre- and post-synaptically, 
ranging from mild to severe.  The key structural abnormality is the loss of post-junctional 
folding, with distortion of the primary and secondary synaptic clefts (Engel and Santa, 1971; 
Albuquerque et al, 1976; intercostal muscles in both studies).  These post-synaptic changes 
are coupled with a reduction in the size of nerve terminals (and the number of synaptic 
vesicles) and eventual denervation.  The observation of leucocytic cells within the synaptic 
clefts reflects the autoimmune pathogenesis of the condition (Albuquerque et al, 1976). 
 
1.2.6.2   Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEMS) 
The Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEMS) is an autoimmune disease characterized 
by a reduction in the release of acetylcholine at the NMJ, which presents clinically as muscle 
weakness (Titulaer et al, 2011).   
 
The ultrastructural abnormality at the NMJ is confined to the post-synaptic membrane, 
although the findings themselves differ between studies.  Initial descriptions of characteristic 
hypertrophy of the junctional folds (Engel and Santa, 1971; intercostals) are in complete 
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contrast to later reports of a decrease in the length of the post-synaptic membrane, due to 
atrophy of the junctional folds (Tsujihata et al, 1987, biceps brachii; Hesselmans et al, 1992, 
intercostals).  The dimensions of the nerve terminal are not changed, and no significant 
differences are observed at light microscopy (Hesselmans et al, 1992).  At the molecular level 
however, changes are described in the pre-synaptic ‘active zones’ (see Chapter 5), with a 
decrease in both size and density in LEMS (Fukunaga et al, 1982; Engel et al, 1987). 
 
1.2.6.3   Congenital myasthenic syndromes (CMS) 
The congenital myasthenic syndromes (CMS) are a diverse group of genetic disorders that 
present in a similar manner to myasthenia gravis and the Lambert-Eaton myasthenic 
syndrome, but in contrast, have a non-immune aetiology (Engel et al, 2015).   
 
The morphological changes in congenital myasthenia are equally heterogeneous, and vary 
considerably between individual patients.  In cases where the structural abnormalities are 
confined to the motor endplate, post-synaptic changes range from elongation of the endplate 
(Vincent et al, 1981; intercostals) to almost total loss of secondary synaptic clefts (Smit et al, 
1984; soleus).  Where loss of nerve terminals has also been reported, atrophic junctional folds 
with unusual ‘labyrinthine membranous networks’ have been described (Engel et al, 1977; 
intercostals, extensor digitorum). 
 
1.2.6.4   Motor neuron disease (ALS and SMA) 
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is an adult-onset condition characterized by progressive 
degeneration of motor neurons (Rowland and Shneider, 2001).  Spinal muscular atrophy 
(SMA) is an inherited paediatric disorder caused by loss or mutation of the survival motor 
neuron 1 (SMN1) gene, leading to reduced levels of SMN protein and motor neuron 
dysfunction (Burghes and Beattie, 2009).  Both diseases lead to premature death, usually 
from respiratory failure.  As noted earlier, an increasing body of evidence implicates the 
NMJ in the early pathogenesis of both conditions (Murray et al, 2010).  
 
In ALS, earlier studies of fine structure report a variety of morphological abnormalities at 
the NMJ.  In keeping with the dying-back mechanism of distal axonopathy (Maselli et al, 
1993), denuded post-synpatic regions are a feature of NMJs on electron microscopic analysis, 
although the junctional folds in the denuded regions are usually well preserved (Tsujihata et 
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al, 1984; biceps brachii).  Similar preservation of the secondary synaptic clefts has been 
described in the NMJs of laryngeal muscles in ALS (Yoshihara et al, 1998), along with an 
increase in the size of some endplates.  Endplate elongation and segmentation 
(fragmentation) has also been reported on light microscopic analysis of NMJs in both ALS 
and more benign forms of MND (Bjornskov et al, 1975; intercostals). 
 
A more recent study investigating the role of muscle histone deacetylase 4 upregulation in 
ALS demonstrated clear evidence of NMJ denervation on confocal microscopy (Bruneteau et 
al, 2013; deltoid and anconeus).  The same study demonstrated (pathological) fragmentation 
and reinnervation of ALS endplates; in light of the present findings however, these NMJs 
appear no different to many of the healthy human NMJs described later (Chapter 4), lying 
well within the accepted range of normal variation. 
 
In SMA, both pre- and post-synaptic defects have been described on confocal microscopy.  
These defects include neurofilament accumulation and poor nerve terminal arborization 
(Kariya et al, 2008; infant of 6 months, diaphragm) and smaller, non-perforated endplates 
(Harding et al, 2015; child of 10 years, diaphragm) compared to age-matched controls.  As 
noted earlier, the development and maturation of the normal human NMJ is only poorly 
understood (Sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4), so these findings represent early insights rather than 
definitive observations.  
 
1.2.6.5   Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy is a genetic disease caused by mutations in the dystrophin 
gene (Blake et al, 2002); dystrophin protein is essential for muscle integrity, and its absence 
leads to muscle weakness and eventual respiratory failure (Nowak and Davies, 2004).  
Historically, the origin of the pathology (neurogenic vs myogenic) remained obscure for 
many years, with the abnormalities noted on electron microscopy shedding no real light on 
the underlying cause.   
 
At the NMJ, the characteristic ultrastructural finding is focal atrophy of the postsynaptic 
folds, without degeneration of the nerve terminals (Jerusalem et al, 1974; peroneus brevis).  In 
addition, there is separation of the nerve terminal from the motor endplate, but in contrast to 
denervating conditions (e.g. peripheral neuropathy, ALS, SMA, peroneal muscular atrophy*) 
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there is no evidence of dissection of the terminal from the endplate by invading Schwann 
cells (Harriman, 1976; mainly vastus medialis).  [*Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease.] 
 
1.2.6.6   Miscellaneous conditions 
NMJs have been studied in cases of muscle paralysis caused by infective agents.  In patients 
with chronic botulism (caused by Clostridium botulinum), NMJs are characterized by pre-
synaptic changes (similar to those of motor neurone disease; Section 1.2.6.4), including 
shrunken nerve terminals and denuded motor endplates (Tsujihata et al, 1987; biceps brachii).  
In the post-polio syndrome (PPS; the sequela to the condition caused by the poliovirus), 
abnormalities of the NMJ are common (fragmentation and dispersion of the endplate) but 
not invariable (with frequently normal ultrastructure), and are not considered 
pathognomonic of the syndrome (Maselli et al, 1995; anconeus and peroneus brevis). 
 
Finally, motor point biopsy of patients with hemiplegia (Chokroverty et al, 1976; vastus 
medialis and peroneus brevis) has demonstrated NMJs with very complex appearances, 
including endplates with ring-like, chain-like and plexiform morphologies, although again, 
these appearances are not necessarily pathological (as will be discussed in reference to the 
current work; Chapters 4 and 5).   
 
1.3   Aims of project 
 
The primary aim of the project was to provide the first comprehensive description of the 
cellular and molecular architecture of the human neuromuscular junction.  
 
On review of the existing literature, the absence of similar previous studies almost certainly 
relates to the technical difficulties associated with obtaining healthy human tissue of 
sufficient quality and quantity to perform large-scale data analysis.  Thus, one of the major 
technical hurdles to overcome was establishing the necessary methods and protocols to 
achieve robust and reliable sampling of human NMJs. 
 
Furthermore, since there is no accepted standard for NMJ analysis at present, it was also 
necessary to develop and validate a robust system for quantifying NMJ morphology before 
proceeding to the human work.  This exercise facilitated a comparative study of natural 
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variation in mouse NMJs, using a number of advanced statistical approaches for large-scale 
data analysis that were subsequently applied to the human study. 
 
Having established these methodological approaches, it was then possible to address the 
primary research hypotheses, and attempt to establish:  
 
1. The degree to which human NMJ morphology differs from that of other mammalian 
species, such as rodents. 
 
2. Whether or not the human NMJ undergoes synaptic destabilization with age, typical of 
other mammals such as rodents. 
 
3. To what extent the molecular organization of the human NMJ is adapted in parallel with 









2.1   Chapter summary 
 
This chapter discusses the development and validation of a new approach to morphometric 
analysis of the neuromuscular junction – ‘NMJ-morph’.  Existing morphometric techniques 
are critically reviewed and expanded upon to develop standardized image acquisition and 
thresholding approaches, using a subset of muscles from the mouse study (Chapter 3). To 
validate the approach, 2 independent investigators used NMJ-morph to analyze a series of 
600 NMJs, and the effects of sample size and inter-user variability were assessed. 
 
2.2   Introduction 
 
Historically, the earliest approaches to visualizing the NMJ used gold and silver techniques 
to demonstrate ‘en grappe’ (grape-like) and ‘en plaque’ (plate-like) nerve terminals in 
various vertebrate species (Tschiriew, 1879 and Kühne, 1887; respectively).  With the advent 
of cholinesterase staining (Koelle and Friedenwald, 1949) both the pre- and post-synaptic 
components of the NMJ could be visualized.  Subsequent studies of muscle innervation in 
various mammalian species utilized these combined techniques (Coërs and Woolf, 1959; 
Figure 1.2) and a wide variety of qualitative methods have since been used to categorize 
nerve terminals (e.g. Tuffery, 1971) and motor endplates (e.g. Harris and Ribchester, 1979). 
 
With the advent of immunohistochemistry, confocal microscopy and modern computer 
software, the possibilities for quantitative approaches to morphometric analysis have 
increased exponentially.  To date however, no general consensus or accepted standard 
exists, preventing the easy comparison of data from different research groups, and 
complicating future studies of NMJ morphology. 
 
To address this problem, existing approaches to NMJ morphometry were used as the 
starting point for developing a comprehensive and fully validated software-based approach 
to NMJ analysis, with the aim of providing a standard methodology for future work.  This 
methodology (‘NMJ-morph’) was then utilized throughout the project. 
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2.3   Methods 
 
A subset of muscles forming part of a wider morphological study of mouse NMJs (Chapter 
3) was first used to develop and validate a robust ImageJ-based methodology for 
quantifying NMJs (NMJ-morph).  The following sections describe the image acquisition and 
analysis protocol; muscle dissection and NMJ immunohistochemistry is described along 
with the experimental design of the mouse study in Chapter 3.  
 
In this initial series of experiments, 600 NMJs from the 1st deep lumbrical muscle of the pelvic 
limb (hindlimb) were imaged and analyzed.  Data was pooled from the right/left muscle 
pairs of 6 mice (3 male, 3 female); 50 NMJs were imaged in each muscle.  
 
2.3.1   Image acquisition 
Images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope.  The aim with each image 
was to capture a single en face NMJ and a short length of its terminal axon in the centre of 
the field of view.  This determined the basic settings of x63 magnification and x1.5–2.0 
optical zoom.  Standard 8 bit pixel images provided an adequate range for capturing the 
variation in labeling intensity, with the power/gain/offset adjusted accordingly for each NMJ 
to utilize the full 8 bit range, with minimal over- and under-saturation. 
 
Given the anticipated volume of imaging (a total of 8385 NMJs for the entire project), it was 
important to establish an appropriate work rate from the outset.  A single NMJ was imaged 
using different combinations of frame size and z stack interval to determine the best 
compromise between image quality and acquisition rate (Figure 2.1).  
 
Frame sizes of 128x128 and 256x256 were unsatisfactory, with images appearing too 
‘pixelated’.  Conversely, there were no major differences in image quality at frame sizes of 
512x512 and 1024x1024.  These latter frame sizes were then compared using different z stack 
intervals.  With a frame of 1024x1024 pixels and an optimal z stack interval (sub-micron, 
approximately 30 slices), images took around 5 minutes to acquire.  With a 512x512 frame 
and 1µm interval (approximately 10 slices), images took only a minute or so to acquire, with 
no significant difference in the quality of the maximum intensity projections; these settings 






2.3.2   Image selection 
Figure 2.2a illustrates two examples of completely en face NMJs, ideal for quantification.  An 
adequate length of terminal axon is captured, and the overall image intensity is well 
balanced, with a minimal degree of over- and under-saturation.  These examples were the 
‘gold standard’ for image analysis.  For NMJs captured at varying degrees of obliquity to the 
image plane (often only apparent on the maximum intensity projection, Figure 2.2b), images 
were only selected for quantification if the oblique portion represented < 10% of the total 
endplate area.  Borderline NMJs were only included (if required) to achieve an adequate 
sample size (see Section 2.4.1.2).  Grossly oblique and side-on NMJs were rejected.  Based on 
these selection criteria, 6340 NMJs were selected for analysis from a total image bank of 8385 
NMJs (a yield of ≈ 75%).     
 
2.3.3   Image thresholding 
Following image selection, the maximum intensity projections were converted to a binary 
format for analysis using ImageJ.  To set the threshold of the binary image, two copies of the 
maximum intensity projection were opened simultaneously in ImageJ; the first was used as a 
reference, while selecting the threshold for the second. 
 
Accurate thresholding of images was of paramount importance to the subsequent analysis, 
and a systematic approach to thresholding was adopted (Figure 2.3).  The various automatic 
thresholding algorithms in Image J (17 in total) were trialed in the initial series of 600 NMJs.  
The ‘Huang’ threshold (Huang and Wang, 1995) provided the most accurate binary 
representation of the NMJ in the majority of images (79%); the ‘Yen’ (Yen et al, 1995) 
threshold was more suitable in a small minority of images (3%).  In the remaining images 
(18%), none of the automatic methods were appropriate, and the threshold was adjusted 
manually.  
 
Thresholded images were cleaned of extraneous background noise using the ‘despeckle’ and 
‘paintbrush’ functions in ImageJ.  These ‘cleaned’ NMJ images were then quantified using 












2.3.4   NMJ-morph 
The complete developed workflow, NMJ-morph (Jones et al, 2016), is illustrated in Figure 
2.4.  In total, 21 individual morphological variables were defined, including 18 direct 
measurements of pre- and post-synaptic structure, along with 3 associated nerve and muscle 
variables.  The pre- and post-synaptic measurements were grouped into 11 ‘core’ and 7 
‘derived’ variables.  A complete list of variables can be found in Tables 3.1 and 4.2. 
 
2.3.4.1   Pre- and post-synaptic variables 
Basic dimensions, such as the area, perimeter and diameter of pre- and post-synaptic 
structures, were measured using standard ImageJ functions, and comprised the majority of 
the ‘core variables’ (Figure 2.4 and Tables 3.1, 3.2, 4.2, 4.3).  Step-by-step details of the 
individual measurements are described in Appendix 1 (NMJ-morph User Guide). 
 
Measurement of nerve terminal branching was more involved.  Previous studies have often 
used complex terminology to define branches – proximal and distal segments (Tomas et al, 
1990), orders of branching (Prakash et al, 1996) – all of which are impractical for large 
volume data acquisition.  To simplify measurement and avoid ambiguity in defining 
branches, the ‘skeletonize’ function was used to generate a one-pixel-thick ‘skeleton’ of the 
nerve terminals.  Terminal branches (Hopkins et al, 1985) and branch points were then easily 
defined.  The counting procedure was automated using an ImageJ plugin – 
BinaryConnectivity (Landini, 2008).  BinaryConnectivity has been used in a similar manner 
to describe motor endplate branching (Pratt et al, 2013, 2015), but this is the first time it has 
been applied to nerve terminal branching (Figure 2.5). 
 
The individual branch measurements were combined into a single index termed 
‘complexity’.  Previous methods for generating a single descriptive pre-synaptic index have 
ranged from relatively straightforward (e.g. length of branches × number of branch points ⁄ 
100; Tomas et al, 1990) to more complex (e.g. average distance between points of origin of 
secondary branches on primary branch; Prakash et al, 1996).  The following derivation was 
used, with a logarithmic scale to provide a more convenient numerical value:  
 










As before, basic endplate dimensions were measured using standard ImageJ functions.  
Counting the number of discrete AChR clusters that comprised the endplate was more 
problematic.  Although previous studies report simple manual counts (Kong and Anderson, 
1999), this was difficult in practice, particularly when the edges of AChR clusters were ill 
defined or lying in close proximity.  This difficulty was circumnavigated by using the 
‘segmented particles’ function to resolve the endplate into discrete clusters that could be 
easily counted (Figure 2.6).  This function is a type of ‘watershed segmentation for grayscale 
images that provides a means of automatically separating particles that touch’ (Ferreira and 
Rasband, 2012).   
 
The number of AChR clusters was then used to derive a ‘fragmentation’ index, whereby 
endplates comprised of a single cluster were designated a numerical value of zero (0), and 
highly fragmented endplates tended towards a numerical value of one (1): 
 
          Fragmentation = 1 – (1 ⁄ Number of AChR Clusters) 
 
The area of the AChR clusters was also expressed in relation to the area of the endplate (or 
‘footprint’) and defined as the ‘compactness’ of the endplate: 
 
          Compactness = (AChR Area ⁄ Endplate Area) × 100 
 
This same derivation has been used in previous studies and termed ‘dispersion’ (Pratt et al , 
2013; Deschenes et al, 2013), although ‘compactness’ seems a more appropriate descriptor for 
the number of clusters in a given area.  Furthermore, it helps to draw a clearer distinction 
between this characteristic and the ‘fragmentation’ of the endplate.  
 
Two further variables were defined, providing information about pre- and post-synaptic 
‘coupling’ of the NMJ.  Although the nerve terminal and AChR area provide important 
structural information, the exact ‘area of synaptic contact’ between the two is more 
important from a functional point of view, and was calculated as follows (after a similar 
method by Prakash et al, 1996): 
           






The area of synaptic contact (or occupied area of AChRs) was finally expressed in relation to 
the total area of AChRs, to determine the ‘overlap’ of the pre- and post-synaptic structures:  
           
          Overlap = Area of Synaptic Contact ⁄ Total Area AChRs × 100 
 
Since ‘overlap’ describes the degree to which the nerve terminals overlap the AChR clusters, 
it provides an exact measure of the ‘occupancy’ of AChRs.  The term occupancy is typically 
used in relation to pathology, where partially occupied and vacant AChRs/endplates are a 
key hallmark of dying back pathology (e.g. ALS and SMA) and Wallerian degeneration 
(Murray et al, 2010).  Previous studies have tended to rely on semi-quantitative measures of 
occupancy, assigning NMJs on inspection to various categories, ranging from vacant to 
partially or fully occupied (Parson et al, 2004).  Thus, the present derived variable ‘overlap’ 
offers a means of calculating an exact ‘percentage occupancy by area’. 
 
2.3.4.2   Associated nerve and muscle variables 
These included the number of axonal inputs to the NMJ (to indicate mono- or poly-
innervation), and measurement of motor axon and muscle fibre diameter.  The axonal 
variables were assessed on the confocal images.  Measurements of muscle fibre diameter 
were performed on separate images: after confocal imaging, slide preparations were re-
imaged at x20 magnification using an Olympus IX71 light microscope fitted with a 
Hamamatsu C4742-95 camera.  Images were captured with Openlab Improvision software 
and measurement of muscle fibre diameter was performed manually in ImageJ. 
 
2.3.5   Validation of NMJ-morph 
To determine the accuracy and reproducibility of data obtained using NMJ-morph, a second 
investigator performed an independent analysis of the same series of 600 NMJs, on a 
separate workstation.  Correlation analyses were performed to determine the degree of 
inter-user variability, and the effect of sample size on the estimation of mean values was 







2.4   Results and Discussion 
 
The biological significance of NMJ morphology in the 1st deep lumbrical muscle is discussed 
as part of the wider mouse study (Chapter 3).  The focus in the following sections is on the 
validation of NMJ-morph.  The datasets obtained by the two investigators were compared 
using GraphPad Prism software.  Spreadsheets were manually checked for data input errors 
prior to analysis.   
 
2.4.1   Validation of NMJ-morph 
Results are summarized in Figure 2.7 and the remainder of the analysis is collected together 
in Appendix 2.  
 
2.4.1.1   Inter-user variability 
An inconsistent approach to thresholding can lead to significant problems with image 
analysis.  It was therefore important, from the outset, to address the potential impact of user-
dependent thresholding decisions on the data generated using NMJ-morph.  In the present 
series of 600 NMJs, investigator 1 selected the Huang threshold for 83% of the images (14% 
manual, 3% Yen), whilst investigator 2 selected Huang for 74% of the images (22% manual, 
4% Yen).  Overall, the two investigators selected the same threshold (either Huang, Yen or 
manual) for 77% of the images, suggesting a generally consistent approach to thresholding.    
 
The results for each NMJ variable were then correlated between the 2 investigators (Figure 
2.7, Appendix 2).  Despite the user-dependent variations in thresholding and the manual 
measurement of some variables (e.g. axon diameter), concordance between the two 
investigators was strong for all NMJ variables.  Correlation coefficients (r) ranged from 0.844 
(axon diameter) to 0.999 (4 variables: endplate area, endplate perimeter, number AChR 
cluesters, fragmentation), with p < 0.0001 for all variables.  The pre-synaptic variables 
displayed a greater range in correlation coefficients (0.844 to 0.983) compared to the post-








The strength and significance of these correlation analyses were critical to the success of 
NMJ-morph as a robust and reliable platform for morphometric data acquisition.  Only after 
this rigorous validation process was NMJ-morph used for the other parts of the project.   
 
2.4.1.2   Effect of sample size 
The initial series of NMJs was also used to assess the effect of sample size on the accuracy of 
reported mean values.  For each of the variables in Figure 2.7, the NMJ sample from a 
left/right pair of lumbricals is shown, demonstrating the effect on the mean of gradually 
increasing the sample size in increments of 5 NMJs.  As expected, a gradual plateauing of the 
mean occurred with increasing sample size (in some instances by a non-monotonic 
convergence towards a consistent mean, as seen in the lowermost graph).  Based on these 
observations, sample sizes of 40 NMJs per muscle were used to report mean values 
throughout the remainder of the study (Chapters 3 and 4). 
 
2.4.2   Sexual dimorphism 
The dataset for this test series comprised 600 NMJs pooled from 3 male and 3 female mice, 2 
muscles per mouse (right/left pair), 50 NMJs per muscle.  The mean weights for the mice 
were: male, 33.0g (individual weights: 32.7g, 32.8g, 33.5g) and female, 25.3g  (24.5g, 24.9g, 
26.5g).  There were no significant differences in NMJ morphology when comparing male 
and female mice, nor was there any correlation between NMJ morphology and body weight.  
Due to the lack of sexual dimorphism, the remainder of the mouse study (Chapter 3) was 
therefore focused on a single sex (arbitrarily females), to reduce the (nevertheless significant) 
volume of data processing.  The effects of animal weight and muscle fibre diameter are 
further explored in the mouse study (Chapter 3). 
 
2.4.3   Caveats and limitations of NMJ-morph 
In recommending NMJ-morph for general use beyond the present study (e.g. by other 
laboratories), there are several caveats (and potential limitations) that must be taken into 
account by future users, in order to obtain the very best results that this approach can offer.  
 
Firstly, to ensure the highest degree of correlation/reproducibility between datasets, any 
images that cannot be accurately rendered using the ‘Huang’ threshold (accurate in ≈ 80% of 
images; Section 2.3.3) are best discarded from the analysis at the outset.  For users more 
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familiar with NMJ-morph, the yield of the dataset can of course be increased with the 
inclusion of manual or ‘Yen’ thresholding, since the small user-dependent differences (in 
experienced hands) have no significant effect on data reproducibility (Section 2.4.1.1). 
 
Secondly, in situations where the signal-to-noise ratio of the images is lower than in the 
present study, it is inevitable that more images will require manual thresholding, resulting 
in greater variability between investigators.  Such situations may occur in pathology, during 
development, or with simultaneous study of NMJ structure and function, where intense 
labelling may not be consistent with normal function.  More challenging analyses such as 
these highlight the importance of thresholding one copy of an image with reference to the 
original, to ensure that the binary reproduction is an accurate version of the original image. 
 
The third point to highlight concerns the absolute accuracy of the measurements obtained.  
Thresholded, binary images are a pre-requisite for most of the automated functions within 
ImageJ, and NMJ-morph is both quick and reliable if the workflow is applied systematically.  
If absolute accuracy of individual measurements is a priority, however, the analysis of raw, 
unthresholded images is likely to prove superior, where subtly different judgements can be 
made for individual NMJs (e.g. precise boundaries of AChR clusters).  Inevitably, this 
approach is more time consuming, but may be the preferred option in certain settings.  
 
Finally, if confocal microscopy is not available (or not possible, e.g. simultaneous recording 
of structure/function in the same NMJ), a similar standardized approach using wide field 
fluorescence microscopy can be utilized in conjunction with NMJ-morph analysis (data not 




Natural variation of the mouse NMJ 
 
3.1   Chapter summary 
 
This chapter considers various factors influencing the natural morphological variation of 
mouse NMJs.  NMJ-morph was used to quantify NMJ morphology in 9 anatomically distinct 
muscles from a single litter of wild type mice.  A number of advanced statistical approaches 
were then used to assess the degree of NMJ variation both within and between individual 
muscles and animals, and investigate the influence of the pre- and post-synaptic cells (motor 
axon and muscle fibre).  These results were used to guide the design and interpretation of 
the subsequent human NMJ study (Chapter 4). 
 
3.2   Introduction 
 
Despite the commonplace use of mouse models of neuromuscular disease (Burgess et al, 
2016), surprisingly little has been documented on the normal morphology and natural 
variation of the mouse NMJ (and even less in the way of comparative anatomy; Section 
1.2.1), although the consequences of natural selection on genetic variation in the mouse have 
been studied (Guénet and Bonhomme, 2003; Reuveni et al, 2010). 
 
Certain key muscles are routinely used in studies of NMJ structure, function and pathology, 
including: levator auris longus (Angaut-Petit et al, 1987; Eržen et al, 2000; Murray et al, 2010) 
and the other cranial muscles: abductor auris longus, auricularis dorsalis* and interscutularis 
(Murray et al, 2010), the lumbrical muscles (Clark et al, 1987; Sleigh et al, 2014), triangularis 
sterni (McArdle et al, 1981), diaphragm (Wu and Mei, 2013) and transversus abdominis (Murray 
et al, 2014).  All of the aforementioned muscles have the advantage of being small and/or 
thin enough for whole-mount preparation, which has in addition facilitated the description 
of individual muscle ‘connectomes’ (e.g. interscutularis, Lu et al, 2009; 4th deep lumbrical 
muscle, Hirst and Ribchester, 2013).  Despite these applications, there remains a lack of basic 
knowledge concerning the normal/comparative morphology of the NMJs in these muscles.  
[*The synonym auricularis ‘superior’ is often encountered in the literature.  In quadrupeds 
however, ‘dorsal’ is a more suitable term when referencing the anatomical position.] 
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One of the key aims of this chapter therefore was to gather basic data about the normal 
morphology and natural variation of the mouse NMJ, in addition to developing the 
statistical approaches that could be applied to the human NMJ study. 
 
3.3   Methods 
 
A single litter of adult CD1 mice (6 male, 6 female) was selected for study, at approximately 
6-8 weeks of age.  During the initial development of NMJ-morph (Chapter 2), no significant 
differences in NMJ-morphology were found when comparing male and female mice, and the 
study therefore focused on a single sex (arbitrarily females).  All mouse experiments were 
covered by the appropriate project (PPL) and personal (PIL) licenses granted by the UK 
Home Office. 
 
3.3.1   Muscle selection 
Nine distinct muscles were selected from three anatomical regions.  The muscles chosen 
were: interscutularis, levator auris longus – rostral and levator auris longus – caudal from the 
cranial region, triceps brachii and the 2nd and 4th lumbrical muscles from the thoracic limb 
(forelimb), and quadriceps femoris and the 1st and 4th lumbrical muscles from the pelvic limb 
(hindlimb).  The initial plan was to include the 1st and 4th lumbrical muscles from both limbs, 
but it was not possible to reliably harvest the 1st lumbrical muscle from the pelvic limb due 
to its small size and variable morphology. 
 
In selecting the muscles for study, a broad range of criteria were taken into consideration, to 
anticipate possible differences in NMJ morphology on a purely regional basis.  These criteria 
included representation of all body regions, proximal and distal positions within the limbs, 
functional homology of muscle groups, differing nerve supply, etc.  All muscle selected are 
in routine experimental use (Murray et al, 2010; Sleigh et al, 2014).  
 
In the present study, the 2 parts of levator auris longus (rostral and caudal bands) were treated 
as separate muscles, despite the shared nerve supply (facial nerve), based on the differential 
vulnerability that is known to exist in SMA (Murray et al, 2010).  In contrast, triceps and 
quadriceps were treated as single discrete muscles (with a single nerve supplying all 
individual parts; radial and femoral nerves, respectively), as were the individual lumbrical 
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muscles selected (each with a different nerve supply, including contributions from the 
median and ulnar nerves, the medial and lateral plantar nerves, and the sural nerve). 
 
3.3.2   Muscle dissection and NMJ immunohistochemistry 
Mice were sacrificed by overdose of inhaled isoflurane, weighed and the selected muscles 
dissected out from both sides within 30 minutes post-mortem.  Muscles were fixed in 4% 
paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 30 minutes then washed in 1x phosphate buffered saline 
(1xPBS).  All residual connective tissue was then removed.  Muscles suitable for whole-
mount (cranial and lumbrical muscles) where immediately prepared according the 
immunohistochemistry protocol below.  The larger muscles that required sectioning (triceps, 
quadriceps) were first cryoprotected by immersion in 30% sucrose overnight.  After rinsing in 
1xPBS, 100µm sections were cut on a Thermo Scientific Microm HM 450/KS 34 freezing 
microtome.   
 
Neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) were then labeled using a modified laboratory protocol for 
visualizing pre-synaptic 2H3/SV2 proteins (medium weight neurofilament/synaptic vesicle 
protein) and post-synaptic AChRs (Parson et al, 2004; Murray et al, 2010; Sleigh et al, 2014; 
Wishart et al, 2014).  Muscles were placed in the following sequence of solutions (made up in 
1xPBS unless otherwise specified): α-bungarotoxin (αBTX) for 30 minutes; 4% Triton X for 
1½ hours; a blocking solution of 2% Triton X and 4% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 30 
minutes; the primary antibodies (made up in block) for 3 days at 4°C; 4 washes of 20 minutes 
with 1xPBS; additional blocking with 4% BSA for 30 minutes; the secondary antibodies 
(made up in 1xPBS) for 2½ hours; 4 washes of 20 minutes with 1xPBS.  Muscles were 
mounted in Mowiol on glass slides, and stored at -20°C prior to imaging. 
 
Antibodies  
Primary: 1:50 mouse anti-2H3 IgG and 1:50 mouse anti-SV2 IgG (DSHB).   
Secondary: 1:100 Cy3 AffiniPure donkey anti-mouse IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch).   
BTX: 1:500 FITC α-bungarotoxin (Biotium). 
 
3.3.3   Confocal imaging and NMJ-morph analysis 
Images of en face NMJs were captured with a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope in a 
standardized manner (described in Chapter 2), with sequential image acquisition to 
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minimize bleed through (red channel – 543nm excitation, 565-615nm collection; green 
channel – 488nm excitation, 500-550nm collection).  In total, 3090 NMJs were imaged, of 
which 2160 NMJs were selected for final analysis.  Image analysis was performed using 
NMJ-morph as outlined in Chapter 2. 
 
3.3.4   Measurement of muscle fibre diameter 
After confocal imaging, slides were re-imaged at x20 magnification using an Olympus IX71 
microscope and Hamamatsu C4742-95 camera.  Images of the teased/sectioned muscles were 
captured with Openlab Improvision software and measurement of fibre diameter was 
performed manually in ImageJ.  Individual muscle fibres were measured perpendicular to 
their long axis at 3 separate points, and an average taken.  An equivalent number of muscle 
fibres to NMJs were measured (2160 muscle fibres in total). 
 
3.4   Results and Discussion 
 
In total, 2160 NMJs were analyzed from 9 distinct muscles (54 individual specimens).  A 
number of statistical techniques were applied to the baseline data to determine the relative 
importance of different factors influencing the natural variation of NMJs. 
 
3.4.1   Morphological heterogeneity of mouse NMJs 
Initial qualitative comparisons of NMJs from the nine different muscles revealed a striking 
degree of heterogeneity in overall morphology (Figure 3.1).  NMJs displayed marked 
differences in size, shape and complexity of both pre- and post-synaptic components.  The 
extent of the natural variation in NMJ morphology was explored both within and between 
individual muscles.  
 
3.4.1.1   Intra-muscle variability  
Coefficients of variation calculated in collaboration with Martin W Simmen (Centre for 
Integrative Physiology, University of Edinburgh) using SPSS software. 
 
Figure 3.2 demonstrates the degree of variability within a single stand-alone muscle.  In this 
example, NMJs from one of the six triceps brachii specimens are illustrated.  Endplates have 









the smallest and largest NMJ.  Each endplate also has a unique morphology with respect to 
the shape and arrangement of the AChR clusters.  Qualitatively, a similar degree of variation 
was noted within the 54 individual specimens from the 9 different muscles. 
 
To quantify this intra-muscle variability, the coefficient of variation (CV = standard 
deviation/mean) was calculated for each of the 11 core morphological variables in the 54 
individual muscle specimens.  The median CV was 0.30, with the central 90% of CVs ranging 
between 0.16 and 0.67.  These results are in keeping with the observed variation in Figure 3.2 
and reflect a substantial degree of intra-muscle variability.  These results will be revisited in 
the context of human NMJ variability (Chapter 4).  
 
3.4.1.2   Inter-muscle variability  
NMJ morphology was then compared between the 9 different muscles from the 3 anatomical 
regions (Figure 3.3, Table 3.1, Appendix 3).  In keeping with the qualitative observations 
(Figure 3.1), quantitative analyses confirmed significant inter-muscle variability in NMJ 
morphology between the 9 different muscles.   
 
Average NMJ morphology in each of the 9 muscles was calculated for the 21 individual 
synaptic variables.  For each variable, muscles were ranked in size order (Figure 3.3, 
Appendix 3) and the maximum/minimum values and fold-change differences between the 
top-ranked and bottom-ranked muscles were calculated (Table 3.1).   
 
The associated nerve and muscle variables were at the extremes of these analyses.  Muscle 
fibre diameter showed the single greatest fold difference (x3.21) between the top and 
bottom-ranked muscles (quadriceps and 2nd forelimb lumbrical, respectively).  Conversely, all 
NMJs examined were mono-innervated, entirely in keeping with the expected pattern in 
adult NMJs.  With regard to the pre- and post-synaptic variables, average area of AChR 
clusters showed the greatest fold difference (x3.17) and complexity the smallest (x1.17).  
 
‘Overlap’ showed the next smallest fold difference between the top and bottom-ranked 
muscles (x1.23), implying that the physical congruence between the pre- and post-synaptic 
components is highly conserved in all NMJs.  Given this ‘size matching’ across the synapse, 









(compare the order of the muscles for each of the pre- and post-synaptic variables in Figure 
3.3 and Appendix 3).  Likewise, there was no logical grouping of NMJ variables by muscle 
type or anatomical region (e.g. NMJs in the forelimb muscles were found at each end of the 
spectrum; compare triceps and 2nd forelimb lumbrical in Figure 3.3).  
 
3.4.2   Principal components analysis 
Principal components analysis performed in collaboration with Martin W Simmen (Centre for 
Integrative Physiology, University of Edinburgh) using SPSS software. 
 
Given the absence of clear predictors of NMJ morphology based on muscle type or 
anatomical region, a more advanced statistical approach was employed in an attempt to 
determine underlying principles that could explain the observed heterogeneity.   
 
A principal components analysis (PCA) was performed on the complete multivariate dataset 
in relation to the 11 ‘core’ morphological variables at each of the 2160 individual NMJs 
(Figure 3.4 and Appendices 4 and 5).  By systematically assessing the correlations between 
the variables, PCA identifies the ‘principal components’ that account for the majority of the 
variability within the dataset.  In high-dimensional datasets (11 variables in the current 
analysis), PCA allows the data to be visualized in a much smaller number of dimensions or 
‘principal components’ (typically just two or three) (Krzanowski, 1988). 
 
PCA demonstrated that the majority of the variance within the dataset (81%) could be 
captured in a 2-dimensional plot (Figure 3.4), with the 1st principal component (PC1) 
accounting for ≈72% of the variance, and the 2nd principal component (PC2) accounting for 
a further ≈9%.  In structural terms, the principal components PC1 and PC2 are best 
understood with reference to the PCA loading plot (Appendix 4), which shows the relative 
positions of the 11 ‘core’ morphological variables. 
 
On the PCA loading plot, the majority of ‘size-related’ variables (area, perimeter, diameter, 
length, etc) are found to cluster high up on the x-axis (PC1).  Similarly, these ‘size-related’ 
variables show markedly positive correlations on the PCA matrix (Appendix 5).  Thus, PC1 







In contrast, PC2 reflects a quite different physical characteristic of the NMJ.  The number of 
AChR clusters isolate high up on the y-axis (PC2) of the PCA loading plot, separate from the 
‘size-related’ variables.  Along with the weaker correlation between the number of AChR 
clusters and the ‘size-related’ variables in the PCA matrix, PC2 can be regarded as a measure 
of NMJ ‘fragmentation’. 
 
Thus, the 2 principal components can be thought of as a ‘distillation’ of the 11 core variables 
into the essential physical characteristics that define the NMJ and its natural variation.  A 
simple analogy is to consider natural variation in skull anatomy – a large number of 
individual variables can be measured (e.g. height, breadth, circumference, etc), but the 
overall variability may be dependent on a much smaller number of principal components 
(e.g. ‘size of skull’, ‘shape of skull’, etc) (Krzanowski, 1988). 
 
In summary therefore, the PCA demonstrates that the observed variation in NMJ 
morphology is principally explained by differences in the ‘overall size’ of the NMJ, with 
‘fragmentation’ making a small but significant contribution.  It is equally true that the 
morphology of individual NMJs is not predicted (per se) by any single variable.  Having 
determined and defined the principal components in this manner, a retrospective evaluation 
of the NMJs in Figure 3.1 clearly demonstrates that the physical characteristics of ‘overall 
size’ and ‘fragmentation’ do indeed account for the observed variation.  
 
A similar standardized approach to NMJ morphometrics using principal components 
analysis and a Fiji-based algorithm (analogous to NMJ-morph) has also been used recently 
to provide insights into Drosophila NMJ morphology (Nijhof et al, 2016), although the 
approach utilized here was limited to 9 synaptic parameters.  Interestingly however, PCA 
also identified NMJ size (≈38% of variance) and geometry (≈22% variance) as the principal 
components accounting for the majority of variation in Drosophila NMJs, suggesting that 
these 2 features of NMJ morphology may have differential molecular regulation. 
 
3.4.3   Influence of pre- and post-synaptic cells 
Having considered the pre- and post-synaptic variables in relation to morphological 
heterogeneity of the NMJ, the associated nerve and muscle variables were now considered 
(i.e. the pre- and post-synaptic cells themselves).  The aim was to explore the tacit 
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assumption that the size of an NMJ is determined (simply and solely) by the size of the 
muscle fibre it innervates.  Earlier studies have demonstrated correlations between 
neurotransmitter release and the size of both the nerve terminal (in the frog; Kuno et al, 
1971) and the motor endplate (mouse; Harris and Ribchester, 1979).  In addition, the 
relationship between endplate size and fibre diameter has been studied directly in 3 muscle 
groups of the rat (levator palbebrae superioris, LPS; extensor digitorum longus, EDL and 
sternomastoid; Oda, 1985).  Here, linear correlations between endplate size and fibre diameter 
were demonstrated, with each muscle group having a characteristic ratio of endplate size to 
fibre diameter (much higher in LPS cf. EDL).  
 
Furthermore, it is known that NMJs shrink and expand as muscle fibres atrophy and 
hypertrophy (Balice-Gordon et al, 1990; mouse, bulbocavernosus muscle) without loss or 
addition of junctional folds (simply changes to their spacing; rather like the pattern on a 
balloon as it is inflated).  However, the factors that determine the ratio of endplate size to 
fibre diameter (Oda, 1985) remain unknown; hence, the primary question of what 
determines NMJ size remains unanswered.   
 
To explore these relationships, the individual pre- and post-synaptic variables were 
correlated with the diameter/calibre of both axon and muscle fibre, independently, for the 
‘average’ NMJ in each muscle (Figure 3.5 and Appendix 6).  The associated correlation 
coefficients (r) and significance levels (p) were obtained for each pairing (Table 3.1).   
 
For the majority of NMJ variables (13 out of 18), correlation coefficients were greater in 
relation to axon diameter (Table 3.1).  In contrast, only 3 ‘core’ variables correlated more 
strongly with muscle fibre diameter.  These results suggest that the morphology of the NMJ 
is more closely linked with the physical characteristics of the pre-synaptic cell as represented 
by the motor axon. 
 
The nature of these relationships also differed (Figure 3.5).  For the majority of NMJ 
variables, the relationship with axon diameter was linear for all diameters of axon; the 
relationship with muscle fibre diameter was more complicated.  Here, the initially strong 






lumbrical muscles) was not continued for the larger caliber fibres (of the triceps and 
quadriceps).  In the latter group, the observed NMJs were smaller (relative to fibre diameter) 
than the initial linear relationship would have predicted.  
 
These observations suggest that the ‘size’ of an NMJ is not a simple function of the ‘size’ of 
the muscle fibres it innervates.  However, it remains to be determined whether or not the 
stronger correlations with axon diameter imply a greater influence of the pre-synaptic cell.  
For example, retrograde signaling from the muscle fibre is thought to underpin intrinsic 
differences in the assembly and maintenance of NMJs in different muscles (Pun et al, 2002), 
but these observations are not synonymous with size correlation. 
 
The discrepancy between the predicted and observed sizes of NMJs on the larger calibre 
muscle fibres (triceps and quadriceps), leading to an apparent ‘plateauing’ of NMJ size with 
increasing fibre calibre, has not been demonstrated in previous studies of endplate size and 
fibre diameter relationships (Oda, 1985).  Here, distinct muscle groups (not including triceps 
and quadriceps) were noted to have a characteristic ratio of endplate size to fibre diameter 
(potentially reflecting the innervation of specific muscles by specific motor neuron pools; 
Buller et al, 1960; Guth, 1968) although the underlying factors that determine this correlation 
remain unknown.  It is possible that the observed ‘plateauing’ of NMJ size with increasing 
fibre calibre could be explained by a ‘volume limitation’ of the pre-synaptic neuronal 
cytoplasm, i.e. that the total volume of a motor neuron is limited by what the metabolism of 
the cell can support, though this concept/hypothesis would need further exploration in 
future studies. 
 
It is also of note that the relationship between NMJ morphology and muscle fibre diameter 
was independent of the ‘size’ of individual animals (by weight).  No correlation was found 
between size of animal and size of NMJ, or between size of animal and size of muscle fibre 
(data not illustrated).  The correlation between size of animal and size of NMJ is further 
explored in the human work (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.6). 
 
3.4.4   Global factors influencing NMJ morphology  
3-way ANOVA performed in collaboration with Martin W Simmen (Centre for Integrative 
Physiology, University of Edinburgh) using SPSS software.  
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Having explored the variability of NMJs within and between muscles (Section 3.4.1) and the 
influence of pre- and post-synaptic cells (Section 3.4.3) a number of ‘global’ factors were then 
investigated.  By considering NMJs in a collective manner in relation to different ‘defined’ 
populations (i.e. a single muscle, a single side of the body, a single individual), additional 
statistical techniques were used to investigate the relative influence of each of these factors 
(muscle, side, individual) on NMJ morphology. 
 
The graphs in Figure 3.6a and Appendix 7 illustrate the ‘average’ NMJ on each side of the 
body for 9 different muscles in 6 littermate mice (and for each NMJ variable individually).  
Given the degree of variability inherent in the dataset, the relative effect of each factor (side, 
muscle, individual) is not immediately apparent.  Figure 3.6b illustrates a subset of the data, 
restricted to 2 muscles in 2 littermate mice, where the relative influence of each factor 
becomes clearer on pairwise comparison of side, muscle and mouse (qualitatively, the major 
differences are observed in the muscle comparisons).  
 
To quantify the significance and hierarchy of these factors across the whole litter, a three-
way analysis of variance (3-way ANOVA) was performed on the complete dataset of 2160 
NMJs (Table 3.2).  This confirmed that muscle identity exerts the greatest influence on NMJ 
morphology (highly significant in all 20 variables), with side having no effect.  Individual 
identity exerts a modest influence on NMJ morphology (in 7 of 20 variables). 
 
Intuitively, the absence of left/right differences is not surprising.  Nevertheless, it was 
conceivable that the use of pooled data in the 3-way ANOVA masked genuine left/right 
differences in NMJ morphology (when comparing different muscles/individuals).  To 
address this possibility, a series of t-tests were performed, comparing the mean values for a 
single NMJ variable (AChR area) in each of the left/right muscle pairs (27 pairs in total) 
(Appendix 8).  In this series of comparisons, only one showed a statistically significant (p < 
0.05) difference (after Bonferroni correction).  An equivalent series of left/right comparisons 
for a different variable (fragmentation) also failed to demonstrate any statistically significant 
differences.  Thus, NMJ morphology was consistently replicated across left/right pairs of 











3.4.5   Other aspects of natural variation  
The present study has focused on the natural variation of NMJ morphology in a single litter 
of CD1 mice.  Given the (perhaps) unexpected degree of NMJ variability between different 
muscles and individual animals, it remains to be seen whether such variation also extends to 
‘between-litter’ and ‘between-strain’ comparisons, and such analyses certainly warrant 
further exploration.  For these reasons, the values reported here for individual NMJ 
variables in specific muscles should not be regarded as ‘typical’ for all mice of every strain.   
 
If a high degree of NMJ heterogeneity is demonstrated universally across different strains of 
mice, this will represent an additional factor that needs to be taken into careful consideration 




Cellular architecture of the human NMJ 
 
4.1   Chapter summary 
 
This chapter provides a detailed description of the cellular architecture of the human NMJ.  
A robust and reliable method for harvesting human NMJs from non-pathological regions of 
surgical discard material suitable for high-resolution cellular and molecular analyses was 
first developed.  Human NMJs from 4 lower limb muscles were then analyzed using the 
same morphological and statistical approaches developed in Chapters 2 and 3, and 
compared with the same muscles obtained from wild type mice.  The unique morphology of 
the human NMJ, the influence of the pre- and post-synaptic cells, and the effects of aging 
and pathology are described. 
 
4.2   Introduction 
 
Our current understanding of the human NMJ, discussed in detail in Chapter 1, highlights 
the relative paucity of morphological studies in humans compared with other species.  In 
addition to the important ethical considerations, the technical obstacles posed by changes in 
clinical diagnostics, with a gradual shift away from invasive procedures (such as motor 
point biopsy) make it difficult to obtain healthy human tissue of sufficient quality and 
quantity to perform large-scale, high-resolution, cellular and molecular studies.  In contrast 
to post-mortem sampling that has been employed very successfully in other settings (e.g. 
studies of human brain synapses; Kay et al, 2013), equivalent sampling of human NMJs is 
not suitable for high-resolution and proteomic work, due to the rapid rate of tissue 
degradation that occurs within minutes post-mortem (Jones and Gillingwater; unpublished 
findings). 
 
Historically, previous studies of human NMJs have typically relied on motor point biopsy 
(Coërs and Woolf, 1959; Slater et al, 1992), a once commonly indicated diagnostic procedure 
that is now seldom performed in modern clinical practice (largely replaced by non-invasive 
electromyographic and serological methods).  Motor point biopsy has been used to sample 
various muscles of the upper and lower limbs (see Table 1.1) and although generally well 
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tolerated, is subject to the same potential complications associated with any invasive 
procedure (e.g. bleeding, infection, damage to surrounding structures).  
 
The other main source of human tissue in previous studies has been intercostal muscle 
obtained at thoracotomy for other indications (e.g. cardiothoracic surgery; Wokke et al, 
1990).  This has the advantage of sampling ‘normal’ muscle that is not typically subject to 
atrophy or sarcopenia (due to continuous respiratory activity), nor many of the other 
pathologies affecting the limb musculature.  Conversely, this approach yields only a limited 
group of muscles for study, all with a very similar structure and fibre type composition. 
 
Given the limitations and caveats associated with these previous sampling techniques, a 
different approach was therefore required to undertake a comprehensive cellular and 
molecular characterization of the healthy human NMJ in several muscles across the lifespan.  
 
4.3   Methods 
 
A robust method for sampling human NMJs in surgical patients was first established, with 
equivalent NMJs harvested from wild type mice.  Comparative morphometric analysis of 
human and mouse NMJs was then performed using NMJ-morph.  Other analyses were 
performed to address the effects of aging and pathology on human NMJs. 
 
4.3.1   Ethics 
The use of human tissue samples was approved by the NHS Lothian Ethics Committee 
(Reference Numbers: REC 2002/1/22 and 2002/R/OST/02) and NRS BioResource (Reference 
Numbers: SR719, 15/ES/0094 and SR589, 15/SS/0182). 
 
4.3.2   Case series 
Human muscle samples were obtained from patients during lower limb amputation surgery, 
primarily for the complications of peripheral vascular disease (PVD), typically either critical 
ischaemia in a non-salvageable limb, or failure of previous vascular reconstruction.  One of 
the key advantages afforded by this source of tissue is the frequency with which lower limb 
amputation is performed (over 4,000 per year in England from 2003-2009; Ahmad et al, 
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2014).  In addition, from a practical point of view, the use of ‘surgical discard’ material is 
more amenable to non-clinicians than ‘formal’ biopsies, which require specific training.  
In total, twenty-one sets of muscle samples were obtained from twenty patients (15 male, 5 
female) – one patient required a bilateral procedure.  The clinical details for each patient are 
summarized in Table 4.1.  The majority of patients (16 out of 20) underwent amputation for 
the complications of peripheral vascular disease (PVD), typically either critical ischaemia in 
a non-salvageable limb, or failure of previous vascular reconstruction.  Most of these cases 
(12 out of 16) were below knee amputations (BKA); only four patients required above knee 
amputation (AKA).  Of the four non-PVD-related cases, BKA was performed in two patients 
for chronic pain following previous orthopaedic surgery (49 year old female, 50 year old 
male), in one patient for chronic osteomyelitis refractory to antibiotic treatment (female, 42 
years) and in a final patient (male, 34 years) who required bilateral amputation for acute 
ischaemia (secondary to thromboembolism from infective endocarditis).  Mean age at 
surgery was 67 years (range 34-92 years). 
 
4.3.3   Tissue harvesting  
Four distinct muscles were selected for analysis: extensor digitorum longus (EDL), soleus (S), 
peroneus longus (PL) and peroneus brevis (PB).  The choice of muscles was primarily dictated 
by the logistics and reproducibility of sampling, given the variation in level and quantity of 
discard material for each amputation, but with a view to including a range of muscle fibre 
types (fast, slow, mixed).  The original technique of motor point biopsy (for the peroneal 
muscles) as described by Coërs and Woolf (1959) was used as a guide (Figure 4.1).  In the 
majority of cases, a complete set of samples were obtained; in some instances, muscles were 
lost and/or damaged during surgery, or were not sampled due to tissue necrosis (Table 4.1).  
In total, 72 individual muscles were sampled (EDL=19, S=18, PB=18, PL=17).   
 
Tissue was harvested from the amputation specimen in the operating theatre immediately 
after disconnection of the limb.  Muscle samples were obtained from the proximal end of the 
specimen, close to the line of incision, in areas demonstrating good back bleeding and 
muscle fasciculation, and away from areas of necrosis and infection.  Any muscle that 











Small blocks of tissue, containing full-length muscle fibres from origin to insertion (approx. 
2cm in length) were removed from each of the muscles selected and either immediately fixed 
in 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 hour or placed on wet ice (depending on the subsequent 
analyses; see below and Chapter 5).  All specimens were then transferred from theatre to 
laboratory for immediate processing. 
 
The major concern relating to the use of tissue harvested from amputation specimens is the 
potential effect of chronic tissue ischaemia and diabetes mellitus (DM).  Although twelve of 
the twenty patients had one or other form of diabetes, the functional status of all patients 
(where documented) was commensurate with standing and some degree of walking prior to 
surgery (with one 92-year-old female able to walk half a mile; Table 4.1).   
 
At surgery, the level of amputation is principally determined by the likelihood of wound 
healing; a more distal amputation is the preferred option from a functional point of view, 
but not at the expense of healing.  For the amputation stump to heal fully the local blood 
supply must be adequate; thus, tissue sampled close to the line of incision (level of 
amputation) should also be of adequate health.  The final decision on the level of amputation 
is determined during the procedure itself, by assessing the degree of back bleeding from the 
stump after disconnection of the limb.  If the tissues are clearly devitalized, the amputation 
is immediately revised to a level at which these conditions are satisfied.  In addition to these 
basic principles, all samples were harvested from muscle that demonstrated visible 
contraction during dissection. 
  
4.3.4   Muscle dissection and NMJ immunohistochemistry 
Following muscle harvest, small bundles of 25-30 muscle fibres were teased out from the 
larger blocks, and of a size suitable for whole-mount preparation.  NMJs were then labeled 
for presynaptic 2H3/SV2 and postsynaptic AChRs as before (see Chapter 3), but with 
omission of the additional blocking stage, and overnight incubation in secondary antibodies.   
 
Antibodies 
Primary: 1:50 mouse anti-2H3 IgG and 1:50 mouse anti-SV2 IgG (DSHB). 
Secondary: 1:50 Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-mouse IgG (Thermo Fisher Scientific).   
BTX: 1:500 TRITC α-bungarotoxin (Biotium). 
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4.3.5   Confocal imaging and NMJ-morph analysis 
Images were acquired and analyzed using NMJ-morph as described previously (see 
Chapters 2 and 3).  In some instances, where the pre-synaptic labeling was unsatisfactory, 
only motor endplates were imaged (see Table 4.1).  In total, 4,007 human NMJs were imaged, 
from which 2,860 NMJs were selected for analysis (≈ 70% yield).  Measurement of muscle 
fibre diameter was also performed as before (Chapters 2 and 3). 
 
4.3.6   Comparative mouse study 
To allow direct comparison with human NMJs, the equivalent muscles were dissected from 
both sides of three CD1 littermates (adult females, approximately 12 weeks old).  Mice were 
prepared as described in Chapter 3, with muscle dissection and the remainder of the 
analysis as for the human samples.  In total, 960 NMJs were analyzed from 24 individual 
muscles. 
 
The gross architecture of the equivalent muscles is somewhat different in the mouse 
(Greene, 1963) and care was required during dissection.  Comparatively, soleus is a much 
smaller muscle in the mouse (with a unipennate structure), whilst plantaris is much larger 
(both being sources of confusion).  Soleus was positively identified by tracing its insertion 
into the side of the tendo calcaneus.  In addition, the peroneal compartment of the mouse 
contains 2 other muscles, peroneus digiti quarti and quinti; again, care was taken to remove 
only peroneus longus and brevis.  Extensor digitorum longus is similar in both species.  
 
4.4   Results and Discussion 
 
Baseline data was obtained for 2,860 human NMJs from 72 individual specimens of 4 
different muscles, in 20 patients aged from 34 to 92 years, and with a range of clinical 
presentations.  Comparative morphometric analysis was performed, using the equivalent 
mouse NMJs as a reference, to describe human NMJ morphology, variability and the 
influence of the pre- and post-synaptic cells.  Further analyses were undertaken to determine 






4.4.1   Morphology of human NMJs 
Initial qualitative observations revealed striking morphological differences between human 
and mouse NMJs in all muscles examined (EDL, PB, PL, soleus; Figure 4.2a).  Human NMJs 
were universally smaller than mouse NMJs, with much thinner pre-terminal axons, 
rudimentary nerve terminals and distinctive ‘nummular' endplates (nummular – resembling 
a series of coins).  These observations were confirmed quantitatively by comparing the 
‘average’ NMJ in each species (by pooling the data from the four muscle; Figure 4.2b, 
Appendix 9 and Table 4.2; differences between individual muscles are considered in Section 
4.4.1.2).  Axon diameter and average area of AChR clusters showed the greatest fold 
differences between species (3.69 fold**** and 3.33 fold**** respectively; higher in mice), with 
over half of the morphological variables studied (12 of 21) showing a fold difference of at 
least 150% between humans and mice.  In comparison, endplate diameter and compactness 
showed the smallest significant fold differences (1.17*** and 1.05** respectively).   
 
Overall, the quantitative analyses confirmed the initial observations: human NMJs are 
smaller, less complex and more fragmented (pre- and post-synaptically), with much thinner 
axons than their mouse counterparts.  These differences were observed across all 4 muscles, 
albeit with small variations between individual muscles.  Importantly, given the source of 
tissue from surgical discard material, no significant morphological differences at the human 
NMJ could be attributed to patient co-morbidities (see below).  
  
4.4.1.1   Heterogeneity of human NMJs  
Coefficients of variation and principal components analysis performed in collaboration with 
Martin W Simmen (Centre for Integrative Physiology, University of Edinburgh) using SPSS 
software. 
 
In addition to the clear differences in ‘average’ NMJ morphology between humans and mice, 
the degree of morphological heterogeneity within individual muscles also differed markedly 
between the species.  Figure 4.3 compares the variability in NMJ morphology for a single 
example (one specimen) of extensor digitorum longus in each species.  The human NMJs 
demonstrate a greater range of sizes (with a 4.2x fold difference between the top and bottom 
ranked) than the mouse NMJs (3.2x fold difference).  In addition, the 2 samples can be 
clearly differentiated on inspection, based upon the unique morphological traits described 












‘nummular’ appearance, in contrast to the typical ‘pretzel’ appearance of the mouse 
endplates.   
 
Qualitatively, a similar degree of variation was noted within the 72 individual human 
specimens across the 4 different muscles.  As in the mouse study (Chapter 3), this intra-
muscle variability was quantified by calculating the coefficients of variation (CV = standard 
deviation/mean) for each of the 11 core morphological variables in both species (72 human 
specimens, 24 mouse specimens).   
 
In humans, the mean coefficients of variation ranged from 0.35 to 0.77 (median = 0.48); in 
mice, the range was 0.20 to 0.71 (median = 0.30), with 10 out of the 11 coefficients being 
higher in human NMJs for the equivalent morphological variables (Appendix 10).  
Quantitatively therefore, there was a greater degree of intra-muscle variability in human 
NMJs, in keeping with the naked eye observations.  [In mice, the mean coefficients of 
variation for the present muscles (EDL, PB, PL, S) were very similar to those of the initial 
series (triceps, quadriceps, cranial and lumbrical muscles) with both groups having a median 
CV = 0.30]  
 
A principal components analysis (PCA) was also performed on both human and mouse 
datasets (as described in Chapter 3) in an attempt to assess the relative contribution of 
different physical characteristics to the natural variation inherent in the NMJs.  For both 
datasets, the majority of the variance (81-83%) could be captured in a 2-dimensional plot 
(Appendix 10), with the individual principal components (PC1 and PC2) contributing ≈73% 
and ≈10% (human) and ≈72% and ≈9% (mouse) of the natural variation, respectively.   
 
These results are very similar to those of the original mouse series (PC1 ≈72% PC2 ≈9%; see 
Chapter 3).  Once again, in both human and mouse datasets, PC1 reflects the ‘overall size’ of 
the NMJ (based on the clustering of the majority of ‘size-related’ variables high up on the x-
axis of the loading plots; Appendix 10).  In contrast to the earlier PCA, attributing a physical 
characteristic to PC2 was less clear-cut, with none of the core variables in either series 
(human or mouse) loading quite as separately on the y-axis as did the number of AChR 
clusters in the original series (where PC2 could be regarded as a measure of ‘fragmentation’; 
compare the loading plots in Appendix 4 and Appendix 10).   
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The difficulty of ascribing a physical characteristic to the individual principal components is 
one of the esoteric aspects of PCA (Krzanowski, 1988), but this should not detract from the 
value and importance of the results; that the majority of natural variation in human NMJs 
(as in mice) is principally explained by differences in the overall size of the synapse. 
 
With respect to future research, the value of this observation lies in the knowledge that any 
single size-related variable provides a robust measure of NMJ morphology (and variation).  
For example, if a study were designed to compare human and other mammalian NMJs, the 
measurement of a single variable (e.g. endplate area) would be sufficient to determine 
whether or not any marked species differences exist.  A full morphological analysis may 
only then be needed to address additional questions (e.g. differences in shape, etc.). 
 
4.4.1.2   Fibre type differences 
Comparison of NMJ morphology in the separate muscles (EDL, PB, PL, soleus) revealed 
similar trends in both humans and mice.  Individual NMJ variables tended to be greater in 
EDL and soleus than in the peroneal muscles, with those of soleus being generally higher than 
those of EDL (Figure 4.2; Appendix 9).  
 
Although formal fibre typing was not undertaken, soleus and EDL are often cited as 
paradigm examples of ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ muscles (type I and II, respectively) based on their 
fibre type preponderance (Schiaffino and Reggiani, 2011), with the peroneal muscles having 
a mixed pattern.  In mice, typical percentages of slow twitch fibres are: soleus 58%, peroneus 
longus and brevis 0-6% and extensor digitorum longus 0% (Burkholder et al, 1994; based on 
classification by Peter et al, 1972).  In humans, equivalent values are: soleus 88%, peroneus 
longus 63% and extensor digitorum 47% (Johnson et al, 1973; based on classification by Brooke 
and Kaiser, 1970). 
 
Morphological differences in the NMJs of fast (EDL) and slow (soleus) twitch fibres have 
been reported previously in the mouse (see example NMJs in Figure 1.2d; Fahim et al, 1984); 
the present findings support these descriptions, with the nerve terminals of EDL appearing 
thinner (and with more numerous diverticula) than those of soleus, resulting in a ‘coarser’ 
overall appearance of NMJs in soleus (compare Figures 1.2d and 4.2).   
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However, whereas Fahim et al (1984) reported larger NMJs in EDL (mean endplate lengths: 
EDL ≈ 63µm; soleus ≈ 44µm), the mouse NMJs of the present study were larger in soleus (EDL 
≈ 42µm; soleus ≈ 48µm); values for muscle fibre diameter were in broad agreement (Fahim et 
al, 1984: EDL ≈ 35µm, soleus ≈ 30µm; present study: EDL ≈ 42µm, soleus ≈ 39µm). 
 
In humans, there was no clear morphological distinction between the NMJs of soleus and 
EDL at the level of light microscopy, perhaps a result of the universally simpler nerve 
terminals and endplate fragmentation compared to mice (Fahim et al, 1984).  In some 
instances, there was the faint suggestion of a subtle difference between the NMJs of soleus 
and EDL (e.g. the sample images in Figure 4.2) that might warrant further study with a 
higher-resolution technique (e.g. transmission electron microscopy).  
 
4.4.1.3   Occupancy of human NMJs 
One of the key morphological findings was the degree of overlap between the pre- and post-
synaptic components of the human NMJ (Figure 4.4).  This observation helped to clarify the 
longstanding (but spurious) notion of ‘partial occupancy’ in human NMJs (Slater et al, 1992), 
which has largely arisen from inconsistencies of nomenclature.  A significant difference was 
found in the degree of overlap between the pre- and post-synaptic structures in the two 
species (49.6% in humans, 64.2% in mice, x1.29**** fold difference).  In contrast, there was no 
difference in the degree of occupancy of the NMJs; in both species, nerve terminals were 
found to occupy all of the AChR clusters of the endplate (Figure 4.4a), with the differences in 
overlap reflecting the degree to which the AChRs extended beyond the limits of the nerve 
terminals.  None of the human (or mouse) NMJs analyzed were partially occupied in the 
accepted pathological sense of the term (Murray et al, 2010). 
 
The descriptions of ‘partial occupancy’ by Slater et al (1992) in relation to human NMJs of 
vastus lateralis (part of the quadriceps femoris muscle of the thigh) were based on electron 
micrographs of transverse sections of NMJs.  Here, occupancy was defined as the ratio of the 
‘pre-synaptic length’ (of the nerve terminals) to the ‘surface length’ (of the motor endplate, 
measured along the tops of the junctional folds), similar to the present definition of overlap, 
but quite different from the pathological use of the term (Murray et al, 2010).  Based on this 
definition, average occupancy in NMJs of vastus lateralis was ≈ 40%, similar to the average 






consequence of the linear/planar measurements used for the pre- to post-synaptic ratios 
(lengths on transverse section, Slater et al, compared with areas en face, present study). 
 
Thus, in health, the endplates of both species can be described as fully occupied but partially 
overlapped by nerve terminals (and to differing degrees: ≈ 50% in humans, ≈ 65% in mice). 
 
4.4.1.4   Unusual features of human NMJs 
In addition to the unique morphological characteristics of the human NMJ already noted, 
several other unusual features were encountered.  The major finding was the presence of 
nerve terminal ‘hot spots’ – discrete areas of intense fluorescence – noted almost universally 
in human NMJs, but almost entirely absent from comparable mouse NMJs (Figures 4.2 and 
5.1).  These were subsequently found to relate to differences in the distribution of active zone 
proteins at the human NMJ, and are described in detail in Chapter 5. 
 
‘En passant’ NMJs were noted in ≈ 10% of the human NMJs analyzed (Figure 4.5), but were 
entirely absent from the equivalent mouse muscles.  The morphology of these en passant 
NMJs was highly variable, with nerve terminals typically arising as either ‘swellings’ along 
the main axonal trunk, or via a small side branch of varying length.  Less frequently, a single 
afferent/efferent loop was replaced by an atypical series of multiple loops suggesting an 
unusual ‘network-like’ distribution of nerve terminals.  The overall morphology of the intra-
muscular nerve branching was not possible to determine on preparations of teased muscle 
fibres, and the gross architecture and distribution of these en passant NMJs remains to be 
determined. 
 
The presence of these en passant NMJs influences the so called ‘terminal innervation ratios’ 
of the muscle (Coërs and Woolf, 1959).  Two innervation ratios are defined: the absolute 
terminal innervation ratio (ATIR = number NMJs/number terminal axons) and the functional 
terminal innervation ratio (FTIR = number muscle fibres/number terminal axons).  Terminal 
axons giving rise to more than one NMJ through bifurcation or in passing (en passant) mean 
that both ratios are usually greater than one (> 1); the functional ratio is typically lower than 
the absolute ratio however, as 2 NMJs are occasionally present on 1 muscle fibre.  These 
ratios can change in relation to nerve and muscle degeneration, and have been calculated for 
several human muscles (deltoid, biceps, brachioradialis, flexor carpi radialis, tibilais anterior, 
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vastus medialis, average ATIR = 1.13, average FTIR = 1.09, Coërs and Woolf, 1959; vastus 
lateralis, average FTIR = 1.10, Slater et al, 1992).  Given the variable axonal labeling in these 
teased fibre preparations, it was not possible to calculate the innervation ratios, but the 
percentage of en passant NMJs encountered (≈ 10%) would suggest a general consensus with 
these previous studies. 
 
Finally, a very small number of human endplates demonstrated an unusual ‘spiculated’ 
appearance (Figure 4.6).  Spiculated endplates were noted in all muscles across the lifespan, 
and their frequency did not appear to correlate with age or gender; neither were they 
associated with any obvious changes in the overlying nerve terminals (Figure 4.6), arguing 
against a degenerative cause.  The appearance may be in keeping with an exaggeration of 
the post-synaptic junctional folds, but the explanation for this finding and its significance 
remains unclear. 
 
4.4.2   Influence of pre- and post-synaptic cells  
Generally, although human NMJs were only half the size of mouse NMJs, with axons only a 
third of the calibre, they were found to innervate muscle fibres of up to twice the diameter 
(Figure 4.7).  The relationship between NMJ morphology and the pre- and post-synaptic 
cells was therefore assessed, by correlating each morphological variable with motor axon 
and muscle fibre diameter, independently, as in the earlier mouse work (Chapter 3).  In both 
species, axon diameter correlated more strongly with overall NMJ morphology (Figure 4.7, 
Appendix 11, Table 4.2).  Correlation coefficients (r) were higher in relation to axon diameter 
for the majority of NMJ variables in both species (10 of the 18), with only a minority (6 in 
humans, 1 in mice) being more closely correlated with muscle fibre diameter (Table 4.2). 
 
Again, as in the earlier mouse work (Chapter 3), these results suggest that the morphology 
of the human NMJ is more closely linked with the physical properties of the pre-synaptic 
cell as represented by the motor axon.  As before however, this does not necessarily imply a 
stronger influence of the pre-synaptic cell in determining NMJ morphology.  
 
Figure 4.7 also presents the results of the earlier mouse work alongside the current mouse 
correlations.  Interestingly, the results of the later mouse series (EDL, PB, PL, soleus) fall 









comprising the cranial and lumbrical muscles (smaller) and the triceps and quadriceps (larger).  
The correlations with axonal diameter for the NMJs of the leg muscles follow the earlier 
linear relationship, but the correlations with myofibre diameter fall at the transition point 
between the liner and non-linear parts of the relationship in the original series (see also 
Figures 3.5 and Appendix 6).  Thus, the weaker relationships with muscle fibre diameter in 
the present series may be partially explained if the pre-synaptic cells are close to reaching 
the potential ‘cytoplasmic volume limit’ that was hypothesized earlier (Chapter 3). 
 
4.4.3   Effects of pathology 
The major concerns relating to the use of surgical discard tissue from amputation specimens 
are the potential effects of chronic tissue ischaemia due to peripheral vascular disease (PVD) 
and the neuropathic sequelae of diabetes mellitus.  However, no significant differences were 
noted in the majority of ‘core’ morphological variables, when comparing NMJs in patients 
with or without either PVD (n.s. for 8 of 11 variables) or diabetes  (n.s. for 10 of 11) (Table 
4.3).  Nor were any significant differences found in mean muscle fibre diameter (Table 4.3), 
excluding any significant sarcopenia and/or disuse atrophy in the present case series.  In 
addition, the gross appearance of NMJs in patients with pathological changes (PVD, DM) 
was no different to NMJs from the healthy controls (see later Figure 4.9).  These findings 
support the use of the tissue harvesting method described, and it seems reasonable therefore 
to regard the human NMJs presented in this series as reflecting ‘normal’ morphology.  
 
As an additional preliminary comparison, tissue was also harvested from the rectus 
abdominis muscle of a 71-year-old male undergoing total gastrectomy for stomach cancer 
(Figure 4.8).  Muscle samples were processed as described earlier (Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5) 
and assessed qualitatively.  NMJs displayed a range of morphologies (including en passant), 
but the overall size and appearances were very similar to the NMJs already quantified in the 
lower limb muscles.  Although these qualitative observations only represent a single case in 
one other muscle, the similarity of the NMJs from anatomically distinct regions and in 
patients with different underlying pathological processes (control, atherosclerosis, 
neoplasia) suggests a common general morphology of human NMJs (at least in the trunk 
and limbs), and argues against any major effects on the NMJs of the underlying conditions 
(PVD, cancer), adding further support to the use of surgical discard material for study of 









4.4.4   Effects of age 
The present series included patients from the fourth to the tenth decades of life, with an 
approximately even distribution of patients across the age range, including 3 or more 
individuals from most decades (Table 4.1).  Given the general assumption that the NMJ is 
inherently unstable with age (based largely on animal studies; discussed below), initial 
observations revealed a surprising conservation of NMJ morphology across the lifespan 
(Figure 4.9). 
 
Correlations with age were then assessed quantitatively for each NMJ variable in turn for 
the complete human NMJ series (Table 4.3, Appendix 12).  Whilst some morphological 
variables (12 of 20) did show a statistically significant correlation with age, albeit to varying 
degrees, the overall magnitude of change over the entire lifespan was minimal.  Axon 
diameter (r = 0.529****) and the core pre-synaptic variables (with r values ranging from 
0.313* to 0.582****) were more strongly correlated with age than the core post-synaptic 
variables (with r values from 0.295* to 0.315**) (Table 4.3).  Thus, the modest degree of 
synaptic remodeling observed with age was predominantly on the pre-synaptic side of the 
NMJ, and was not indicative of any degenerative-type changes.  Notably, there was no 
significant change in the degree of overlap between the pre- and post-synaptic components 
of the NMJ, and this robust ‘coupling’ across the synapse was maintained throughout life.   
 
Interestingly, there was no evidence of age-associated fragmentation of the endplate that has 
been reported previously in human intercostal muscle (Oda, 1984).  Nor was there any 
significant decrease in muscle fibre diameter with age, excluding any marked degree of 
sarcopenia or atrophy from other causes (disuse, disease) in the present series.  Thus, the 
modest degree of pre-synaptic remodeling that occurred with age was ‘de-coupled’ from 
equivalent changes in the muscle fibre itself, further supporting the earlier observation that 
NMJ morphology is more closely correlated with the pre-synaptic cell (Section 4.4.2). 
 
As noted earlier (Section 1.2.4), the existing literature in relation to age related changes at the 
human NMJ is both limited and often conflicting (Oda, 1984; Wokke et al, 1990).  These 
earlier studies were much smaller in scale, and used lower resolution techniques than those 







Both Oda (1984) and Wokke et al (1990) studied intercostal muscle only (cf. EDL, PB, PL, 
soleus in the present study), the cases were fewer in number and more limited in age range 
(12 adults, 32-76 years; Oda, 1984 cf. 20 adults, 34-92 years; present study) and the NMJ 
analyses were also based on smaller sample sizes and less detailed morphometry (<500 
NMJs, 3 variables per NMJ; Wokke et al, 1990 cf. > 2,000 NMJs, 18 variables per NMJ; present 
study).  In addition, lower resolution staining techniques were used in the earlier studies 
(e.g. silver-cholinesterase).  The conclusions of the studies by Oda (1984) and Wokke et al 
(1990) are contradictory; our findings of relative stability of the NMJ with age are in closer 
agreement with those of Wokke et al (1990), as opposed to the increasing complexity of the 
NMJ (both pre- and post-synaptic) reported by Oda (1984).   
 
The finding of relative stability with age of human NMJs is in contrast to the extensive 
remodeling that occurs in other species (typically mice) over a much shorter lifespan.  In 
mice, structural and functional changes occur both pre- and post-synaptically with age 
(Gonzalez-Freire et al., 2014), including fragmentation of the endplate during early 
development, continued growth (Balice-Gordon & Lichtman, 1990; 1993; respectively) and 
advancing age (Valdez et al, 2010; Willadt et al, 2016).  On the background of these general 
age changes however, diverse strain-specific age changes are known to exist (Anis and 
Robbins, 1987; CB57 and BALB/C mice).  Recent evidence points to loss of skeletal muscle as 
the driver of these age changes at the NMJ (Liu et al., 2017). 
 
The differences in aging at the human NMJ (present study) compared to the mouse NMJ 
(previous studies cited) might in part be explained by the recent observation of conserved 
and species-specific molecular changes in aging skeletal muscle of different mammalian 
species (mouse, rat, monkey, human; Mercken et al., 2017). 
 
In summary, the present findings reveal the human NMJ to be remarkably stable across a 
70+ year lifespan, lacking much of the age-related remodeling that has been reported in 
other species (including mice) over a much shorter lifespan.  Concurrent age-related changes 






4.4.5   Other factors influencing NMJ morphology 
In the present case series, tissue samples were obtained from one or other side of the body in 
different individuals.  However, a single case of bilateral amputation provided a rare 
opportunity to compare NMJ morphology on the left and right sides of the body in the same 
individual (Figure 4.10, Appendix 13).  Furthermore, the procedure was performed in an 
otherwise healthy young male (34 years, for acute ischaemia secondary to thromboembolism 
from infective endocarditis).  Data was compared with a similar series of left/right NMJs in 
the 3 littermate mice.  Although the observations could not be confirmed statistically in a 
single human case, there were no overt left/right differences in the NMJ variables analyzed, 
in keeping with the observation of consistent replication of NMJ morphology across 
left/right muscle pairs in the previous mouse work (Chapter 3).   
 
Sexual dimorphism was also assessed in the human series (Table 4.3).  Sex differences were 
found to be statistically significant for the majority of NMJ variables (16 out of 20) including 
all of the core variables and muscle fibre diameter.  All variables were greater in males than 
females.  This is in stark contrast to the lack of any significant sexual dimorphism in mice 
(Chapter 2), but is perhaps not surprising given the heterogeneous nature of the patient case 
series compared with the homogeneous genetic background of mice from a single litter. 
 
4.4.6   Comparative anatomy of mouse, rat and human NMJs 
As noted in the General Introduction (Section 1.2.1; Comparative anatomy of the NMJ), there 
appears to be a general trend toward smaller NMJs in larger animals (Figure 1.2).  To explore 
the possibility of a simple inverse relationship with body size, the human and mouse data 
was compared with rat NMJs from the equivalent muscles (EDL, PB, PL, soleus).  
 
Sprague Dawley rats were used for the comparisons, with a mean weight of > 200g (cf. ≈ 25g 
for CD1 mice; ≈ 10-fold weight difference).  Muscle dissection, NMJ immunohistochemistry 
and confocal imaging were performed as described previously (Section 3.3).  As an initial 
look-see experiment, rat NMJs were not formally quantified with NMJ-morph, but a sample 
of 40 NMJs per muscle were inspected alongside the equivalent human and mouse NMJs.  
 
As anticipated, rat NMJs were much larger than the equivalent human NMJs (Figure 4.11).  









were subtle (but definite) morphological differences in the shape of NMJs in rats and mice 
(e.g. wider and coarser AChR clusters of rat endplates), there were no clear differences in the 
overall size of NMJs (Figure 4.11), despite a 10-fold weight difference between the animals, 
i.e. the rat NMJs did not occupy an intermediate position between mouse and human NMJs. 
 
Although this is a crude comparison, given the non-uniform weight intervals between the 
species (≈ 10-fold, mouse to rat; ≈ 350 fold rat to human*), these findings would suggest that 
the smaller NMJs in humans are not simply a consequence of increased body size/mass.  It is 
possible that the weights of mice and rats in this example are too similar to one another (and 
too different to humans) to appreciate any genuine inverse relationship (whether linear or 
otherwise).  It would therefore be telling to include other large animals in this comparison 
(e.g. sheep ≈ 50-150kg, horse > 350kg, cattle > 700kg) before making any definite conclusions 






Molecular architecture of the human NMJ 
 
5.1   Chapter summary 
 
In the preceding chapter, the cellular architecture of the human NMJ was described.  This 
final chapter will focus on ‘sub-cellular’ features, both in terms of structure (revealed by 
super-resolution imaging of the nerve terminal ‘active zones’) and function (via comparative 
proteomic profiling of the NMJ and its muscle fibre).  These early insights into the molecular 
architecture of the human NMJ provide a foundation for future research into human NMJ 
biology and translational studies of neurodegenerative disease. 
 
5.2   Introduction 
 
The ‘active zone’ refers to the region of the pre-synaptic nerve terminal that houses the 
molecular machinery responsible for neurotransmitter release (Zhai and Bellen, 2004; 
Ackermann et al, 2015), and comprises all of the various structural and functional proteins 
contributing to the synaptic vesicle cycle.  The cycle itself has a number of recognized stages 
(capture, docking, priming, anchoring and fusion; Ackermann et al, 2015) whilst vesicle 
recycling occurs by several different mechanisms [‘kiss-and-run’ (Zhang et al, 2007), 
clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Ackermann et al, 2015), bulk endocytosis (Wu et al, 2014) 
and ultrafast endocytosis (Watanabe et al, 2013)].  In this synaptic vesicle cycle, individual 
proteins can be grouped according to their general function(s) e.g. scaffolding, vesicle 
priming, vesicle adhesion, calcium channel localization, endocytosis (Ackermann et al, 2015). 
 
5.2.1   Morphology of active zones 
In reviewing active zone structure in different synapses (e.g. CNS, NMJ) and different 
species (i.e. invertebrate, vertebrate), a recurring theme is the preservation of structure 
through evolution (Zhai and Bellen, 2004; Ackermann et al, 2015).  This becomes apparent 
when comparing the key structural features that have been elucidated in various species 
(Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, frog, mouse) through a variety of techniques 
(typically electron microscopy and tomography), though the individual proteins responsible 
for these appearances remain obscure in many instances.  
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5.2.1.1   Invertebrate active zones 
In invertebrates, the active zones of the NMJ have been studied in some detail in both 
Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster.  In C. elegans, the key structural feature of 
the active zone is the so-called ‘dense projection’ (Watanabe et al, 2013) composed of the 
scaffolding protein SYD-2.  Synaptic vesicles are seen anchored to these dense projections by 
a number of filaments (of unknown protein composition), with the overall arrangement 
bearing a similar appearance to CNS synapses in vertebrates (see below).  Drosophila has a 
more complex ‘T-bar’ structure (Fouquet et al, 2009) composed of the scaffolding protein 
Bruchpilot, with calcium channels found clustered near the base of the T-bar. 
 
5.2.1.2   Vertebrate active zones 
In comparison, the major difference seen in vertebrate active zones is the degree of protein 
diversity (Wilhelm et al, 2014).  This diversity is reflected in the (generally) more complex 
nature of their active zones, which may facilitate the corresponding functional diversity. 
 
CNS synapses (e.g. rat hippocampus) display a ‘simple filamentous’ structure (Siksou et al, 
2007) similar to the NMJ active zones of C. elegans, but lacking the discrete dense projection 
to which the vesicles and filaments are tethered.  Several of the proteins identified at these 
active zones are homologues of those found in invertebrates (e.g. the vertebrate protein 
liprin-α is equivalent to the invertebrate protein SYD-2; Ackermann et al, 2015). 
 
The so-called ‘ribbon synapses’ of photoreceptor cells (e.g. rat retina) are more complex, 
with the active zones comprising a central ‘ribbon’ organelle (not dissimilar to the ‘T-bar’ of 
Drosophila) attached to an ‘archiform’ density of the cell membrane (Schmitz, 2014).  The 
multi-domain proteins Piccolo and Bassoon are thought to play pivotal roles in ribbon shape 
and ribbon attachment, respectively, and are the first active zone proteins (to date) that have 
been studied using super-resolution microscopy (Nishimune et al, 2016; see below). 
 
The highest resolution work on vertebrate active zones has focused on the frog NMJ (Szule 
et al, 2012; Harlow et al, 2013).  Whereas the active zones of CNS synapses have a ‘simple 
filamentous’ structure, those of the frog NMJ have a distinctly ‘complex filamentous' 
architecture, similar again to the ‘T-bar’ of Drosophila.  Using electron tomography and three-
dimensional computer reconstruction, a complex arrangement of filaments has now been 
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described (including vertically disposed ‘beams’, ‘steps’ and ‘masts’ and horizontally disposed 
‘ribs’, ‘spars’ and ‘booms’).  These individual units polymerize in a relatively simple fashion, 
resulting in a linear array of active zones, similar to those of C. elegans.  Similar structural 
components (beams, ribs, etc), albeit in a different arrangement, have also been demonstrated 
in the mouse NMJ (Nagwaney et al, 2009).  The nature of the individual proteins comprising 
each of these named structures remains undetermined however. 
 
5.2.2   Distribution of active zones and human NMJs 
In addition to contributing some of the earliest information on active zone distribution, 
freeze-fracture electron microscopic studies provide the only description of human active 
zones to date.  
 
Studies in patients with Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEMS) describe active zones 
composed of intra-membrane particles arranged in parallel double rows (like two railroads 
side-by-side) and clusters (Fukunaga et al, 1982).  Individual active zones varied in size 
(number of particles per row/cluster) and orientation (relative to the long axis of the nerve 
terminal) in control patients, whilst both the size and density of active zones were reduced 
in LEMS patients.  These studies were limited to the biceps brachii and intercostal muscles.  
A similar distribution of active zone particles (and effect of LEMS) is seen in mice (Fukunaga 
et al, 1983), although here, the rows of particles are generally more perpendicular to the long 
axis of the nerve terminals (than the more varied orientation in humans).   
 
The particles revealed by these freeze-fracture studies are thought to be calcium channels, 
but this has not been confirmed in humans.  Similarly, data relating to the spacing and 
density of active zones is typically quoted in relation to other species, with approximate 
values for active zone spacing and density of 0.5µm and 2.5/µm2 respectively (the former in 
Drosophila and Sarcophaga, Meinertzhagen, et al 1998; the latter in mice, Fukuoka et al, 1987). 
 
5.2.3   Super-resolution imaging of active zones 
As discussed above, active zone ultrastructure has been largely elucidated by means of 
electron microscopy.  In attempting to determine the identity of the individual proteins 
contributing to many of the gross morphological features already noted, super-resolution 
fluorescence microscopy now offers a significant step forward. 
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Super-resolution microscopy circumvents the diffraction-imposed resolution limit of 
conventional light microscopy, allowing high resolution imaging in the ‘mesoscale’ range of 
10 to 100 nanometers (Maglione and Sigrist, 2013).  Various super-resolution approaches 
exist, e.g. STORM (stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy) and STED (stimulated 
emission depletion) microscopy, all based on similar underlying principles (Huang et al, 
2010).   
 
STED microscopy has now been used for the first time to study the active zone proteins 
Piccolo and Bassoon in mouse NMJs, revealing a ‘sandwich’ structure of these proteins in a 
2:1 ratio, respectively (Nishimune et al, 2016).  The present work includes the first ever use 
of super-resolution imaging to study human active zone architecture. 
 
In summary then, although a large body of work now exists in relation to the active zone 
architecture of various species/synapses, very little is known about the active zones of 
human synapses, or their comparative proteomic make-up in relation to other animals.  This 
chapter aims to provide some of the first insights into the molecular organization of the 
human NMJ, including its active zone architecture and general proteomic composition.   
 
5.3   Methods 
 
The molecular architecture of the human NMJ was investigated using two approaches: 
super-resolution imaging and proteomic profiling. 
 
5.3.1   Super-resolution imaging 
The finding of intense ‘hot spots’ of SV2 labeling in human NMJs during the initial confocal 
experiments (that were not present at the mouse NMJ; Figure 5.1), together with the known 
species differences in active zone structure, provided a clear rationale for re-examining the 
fine structure of the nerve terminal with super-resolution imaging techniques. 
 
Antibodies against several active zone proteins were trialed (including SNAP25, Bassoon 
and Piccolo), but anti-SNAP25 (Alomone Labs) was found to produce the most consistent 
labeling of both human and mouse NMJs, and could be reproducibly imaged using both 
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confocal and super-resolution microscopy (Figure 5.1, Appendix 14).  A single muscle was 
selected (arbitrarily) for study – peroneus longus. 
 
5.3.1.1   Tissue preparation 
For optimal results, tissue was obtained prospectively from three successive human cases 
(aged 66, 68 and 79 years; case references 10, 11 and 13 in Table 4.1).  For comparison, an 
equivalent set of peroneus longus muscle fibres was obtained from three adult CD1 mice.   
Muscle dissection was performed in a similar manner to that described previously (see 
Section 4.3.4) to obtain teased preparations of single-fibre thickness suitable for super-
resolution imaging.  NMJ immunohistochemistry was also performed as before, but with a 
number of modifications to label NMJs for pre-synaptic SNAP25.  After incubation in the 
primary and secondary antibodies (listed below), tissue samples were washed and mounted 
in dSTORM mounting medium (90% glycerol, 1xPBS, 100mM MEA) (Hou et al, 2015).  The 
human samples then underwent an additional 70-minute treatment with 1mM CuSO4 in 
50mM ammonium acetate buffer, pH5 to remove lipofuscin-like autofluorescence following 
immunolabeling (Schnell et al, 1999). 
 
Antibodies 
Primary: 1:100 rabbit anti-SNAP25 IgG (Alomone). 
Secondary: 1:100 Alexa Fluor 647 goat anti-rabbit IgG (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  
BTX: 1:500 TRITC α-bungarotoxin (Biotium). 
 
5.3.1.2   dSTORM super-resolution imaging 
dSTORM imaging performed and validated in collaboration with Carl Harrison and Christian 
Soeller, Physics and Astronomy, University of Exeter. 
 
Following tissue preparation, super-resolution dSTORM imaging was performed on a 
customized Nikon Ti Eclipse inverted fluorescence TIRF microscope (as above).  Given the 
restricted frame size and depth of field possible with super-resolution imaging, only single 
NMJs (on occasion) or parts thereof (in most instances) were imaged (Figures 5.1 and 5.2).  In 











As with the standard confocal imaging (see earlier Chapters), dSTORM images of SNAP25- 
labeled nerve terminals were captured as a series of z-stacks, with an interval of 200nm.  Z-
stack limits were set manually, slightly above and below the plane of interface between 
nerve terminal and motor endplate.  Corresponding wide-field images of α-bungarotoxin-
labeled AChRs were captured using the same settings, to act as a ‘mask’ for the subsequent 
image analysis.  
 
5.3.1.3   SNAP25 quantification and active zone analysis 
Quantification of SNAP25 distribution was performed using standard ImageJ functions, in 
an identical manner for all images.  The ‘masked’ images (SNAP25/AChR overlays) were 
used as a reference to determine the boundaries of individual boutons and SNAP25 puncta, 
and exclude background noise.  
 
dSTORM images (SNAP25 only) were then cropped to focus on individual boutons (human) 
or parts thereof (mouse) and converted into 8 bit grayscale images, from which fluorescence 
‘intensity’ measurements (mean gray value) could be taken (Figures 5.2b and 5.2f).  These 
grayscale images were then converted into binary counterparts, ‘despeckled’ to reduce 
background noise and sharpen individual puncta, and used to quantify the remaining 
variables: the average area of individual puncta and their density within each bouton, and 
the total area of all puncta relative to the area of each bouton (Figures 5.2c and 5.2g).   
 
The derived variable ‘total area of active zones per NMJ’ (Figures 5.2n) was calculated by 
multiplying the ‘area of puncta : area of bouton’ (human: 14.8%, mouse: 6.8%; Figure 5.2j) by 
the ‘mean area of synaptic contact’* for NMJs in peroneus longus (human: 108.9µm2, mouse: 
222.3µm2).  *The ‘mean area of synaptic contact’ is marginally smaller than the ‘mean area of 
nerve terminals’ shown in Figure 5.2m (human: 124.4µm2, mouse: 250.0µm2; Figure 5.2m), 
and only includes the region of the nerve terminal in direct contact with the underlying 
AChRs (see Section 2.3.4.1).    
 
Overall, SNAP25 distribution was quantified in 50 boutons (n) from 10 NMJs in three 





5.3.2   Proteomic profiling 
As with the super-resolution work, proteomic profiling was performed in peroneus longus 
muscle samples. 
 
5.3.2.1   Tissue preparation 
For optimal results, tissue was obtained prospectively from four successive human cases 
(aged 56, 80, 80 and 92 years; case references 7, 14, 15 and 20 in Table 4.1).  For comparison, 
an equivalent set of peroneus longus muscle fibres were obtained from four adult CD1 mice.   
After tissue harvest, muscle dissection was performed on unfixed tissue, in a manner 
otherwise similar to that described previously, to obtain small bundles of 25-30 muscle 
fibres.  The endplate bands of the teased fibres were then labeled with α-bungarotoxin for 5 
minutes, and the NMJ-enriched portions of the muscle fibres were micro-dissected out 
under a Nikon Eclipse 50i fluorescence microscope (Figure 5.3).  The NMJ-enriched samples 
along with NMJ-devoid muscle ‘ends’ were then frozen and stored at -80°C prior to protein 
extraction and mass spectrometry.  All muscle dissection and endplate labeling was 
performed within 30 minutes of tissue harvest to limit the degree of protein degradation.  
 
5.3.2.2   Protein extraction and mass spectrometry 
Protein extraction and validation of synaptic enrichment performed in collaboration with 
Samantha L Eaton, Maica Llavero Hurtado and Laura C Graham, Roslin Institute, University 
of Edinburgh.  Mass spectrometry performed by Douglas J Lamont, Fingerprints Proteomics, 
University of Dundee.  
 
The 4 sets of pooled tissue samples (human and mouse, NMJ-enriched and NMJ-devoid) 
were then processed as above.  Validation of synaptic enrichment (NMJ samples cf. muscle 
samples) was confirmed by western blot prior to mass spectrometry, demonstrating that the 
technique of NMJ sampling was sound (Figure 5.3; but see also Section 5.4.2).  Tandem mass 
tagging and mass spectrometry was performed according to a standardized protocol 
(Hughes et al, 2014).  
 
5.3.2.3   Bioinformatics analysis and proteome quantification 
Bioinformatics analysis and proteome quantification performed in collaboration with Thomas 







The raw mass spectrometry data obtained for each of the 4 experiments (human and mouse, 
NMJ-enriched and NMJ-devoid) was collated into a single dataset using MaxQuant (Cox and 
Mann, 2008) and Andromeda search engine software (Cox et al, 2011).   
 
An explorative approach to data analysis was adopted using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis 
(IPA) software to filter and quantify the data.  This software generates ‘protein interaction 
networks’ based on a dynamic ‘expert-curated’ database (assembled from full-text articles of 
peer-reviewed journals) and calculates how relevant specific networks are based on the raw 
input data (Wishart et al, 2007).  Given the potential pitfalls of such large-scale data analysis, 
the overall approach was to determine, in as simple a way as possible, the broad similarities 
and differences in protein composition between the human and mouse NMJ.   
 
By concentrating on breadth rather than depth, the intention was to guide the more detailed 
future analysis of specific proteins and pathways identified in the dataset.  With this goal in 
mind, stringent inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied.  The complete dataset was filtered 
to include only candidate proteins identified by >1 peptide and demonstrating a >20% 
change between species.  The resulting database was then searched manually for pathways 
relevant to the neuromuscular system, e.g. ‘skeletal and muscular development/function and 
diseases/disorders’ and ‘neurotransmitter and nervous system signalling’.  Filtered data was 
utilised for all statistical analyses and bioinformatics presentations (maps, schematics) in 
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) and Biolayout Express 3D software (Table 5.1, Figure 5.3, 5.4).  
 
5.4   Results and Discussion 
 
The comparative molecular architecture of human and mouse NMJs is discussed in relation 
to SNAP25 distribution within the active zone, and in terms of the broader similarities and 
differences between the respective NMJ and muscle proteomes.  All analysis was performed 
on NMJs obtained from peroneus longus muscle. 
 
5.4.1   Super-resolution imaging 
In the earlier confocal experiments, the nerve terminals of human NMJs were clearly 
distinguished from mouse NMJs by characteristic ‘hot spots’ of intense SV2 labeling 
(Chapter 4 and Figure 5.1).  Since the functional architecture of active zones varies 
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considerably between species (Slater, 2015), the differential SV2 labeling observed with 
confocal microscopy invited detailed re-evaluation with the greater resolving power of 
dSTORM imaging, to ascertain potential differences in active zone architecture. 
 
5.4.1.1   Human active zone architecture revealed by SNAP25 distribution 
Active zone architecture was assessed by comparative super-resolution imaging of SNAP25 
protein at human and mouse NMJs.  SNAP25 is a component of the SNARE complex, a 
series of structural active zone proteins responsible for the fusion of synaptic vesicles with 
the plasma membrane during exocytosis (Han et al, 2017).   
 
In the initial mouse experiments, the distribution of SNAP25 revealed by dSTORM imaging 
appeared remarkably similar to that of the active zone proteins Bassoon and Piccolo as 
demonstrated by previous STED microscopy (Nishimune et al, 2016; Appendix 15).  In the 
latter study, the density of Bassoon/Piccolo was around 5-10 puncta per µm2, with 
individual puncta having diameters of 100-125 nm.  In the present study, the density of 
SNAP25 was around 15 puncta per µm2, with individual puncta having areas of 5 x103  nm2 
(with comparatively smaller linear dimensions; Figure 5.2). 
 
These results are in keeping with the known differences in size and distribution of the 
individual proteins.  Bassoon and Piccolo are the largest of the pre-synaptic active zone 
proteins, with molecular weights of 420 kDa and 530 kDa, respectively (Garner et al, 2000).  
In comparison, SNAP25 is a much smaller protein (only 25 kDa; Antonucci et al, 2016) but is 
more abundant at the active zone, with an approximate copy ratio of 5 to 1 (5 copies of 
SNAP25 to 1 copy of Bassoon/Piccolo; Ackermann et al, 2015; Wilhelm et al, 2014). 
 
Having established the distribution of SNAP25 in mouse NMJs, parallel dSTORM imaging 
of human NMJs revealed clear differences in the functional architecture of human active 
zones (Figure 5.2).  Overall, a total of 2,945 (human) and 10,666 (mouse) individual SNAP25 
puncta were quantified, pooled from 50 boutons (10 NMJs) of 3 individuals (patients/mice).  
All of the measured variables were found to be significantly greater in human NMJs: 
intensity of SNAP25 labeling (****p<0.0001), average area of individual SNAP25 puncta and 
their density within each bouton (both **p<0.01) and the total area of all puncta relative to 
the area of each bouton (****p<0.0001) (Figure 5.2).   
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The greater density of SNAP25 in human NMJs contrasted with the significantly smaller 
area of synaptic contact available for neurotransmission (consequent on both the smaller 
bouton size and the smaller pre/post-synaptic overlap; Figure 4.2 and Appendix 9).  To 
assess the combined effect of these molecular and cellular differences (SNAP25 density cf. 
bouton size) the ‘total area of active zone material per NMJ’ was calculated (Figure 5.2j x 
Figure 5.2m; but see Methods, Section 5.3.1.3).  In both species, this figure was identical – 
15µm2 of SNAP25 per NMJ (Figure 5.2).  Therefore, although the human NMJ is significantly 
smaller than the mouse NMJ, the total quantity of active zone material remains the same, 
albeit packaged into smaller boutons in the human NMJ.  This observation suggests the 
presence of a homeostatic mechanism to preserve the functional architecture of the pre-
synaptic active zones in the face of significant morphological heterogeneity of the nerve 
terminals.  In conjunction with the extensive post-synaptic junctional folding of the motor 
endplate demonstrated previously (Slater et al, 1992), this pre-synaptic adaptation could 
play a role in the maintenance of effective neurotransmission at the human NMJ. 
 
5.4.2   Proteomic profiling 
Having noted species differences in the distribution of SNAP25, the proteomic profiling 
techniques aimed to establish broader conclusions about the differential proteomic make-up 
of human and mouse NMJs. 
 
In total, for the combined human and mouse datasets, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis confirmed 
the identification of peptides associated with 6,737 proteins.  Application of stringent 
filtering parameters (protein identification by >1 peptide, fold changes of >20% between 
species) yielded a final total of 5,026 proteins for bioinformatics analyses.  This represents a 
high yield from a single proteomic analysis, comparing favorably with a recent database of 
human proteins identified by mass spectrometry that listed 5,431 individual proteins across 
38 peer-reviewed publications (Gonzalez-Freire et al, 2017). 
 
Initial inspection of the proteomic data ‘heat map’ showed clear differences when comparing 
the relative abundance of proteins in the 4 samples – human NMJ, human muscle, mouse 
NMJ, mouse muscle (Figure 5.3).  The differences that were apparent when comparing 
relative protein abundance in the NMJ and muscle samples (in the same species) provided 
clear proof of principle that synaptic enrichment could be adequately achieved in a relatively 
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simple manner (i.e. manual dissection; see Section 5.3.2.1) in the absence of more 
sophisticated techniques such as laser capture microdissection (Espina et al, 2006).  From a 
biological standpoint however, the major insights were revealed by the between species 
comparison of the muscle samples (human cf. mouse) and the NMJ samples (human cf. 
mouse) as discussed below.  
 
5.4.2.1   Conservation of the muscle proteome (human cf. mouse)  
Comparative analysis of the proteomic profiles of the muscle samples (human cf. mouse) 
revealed clear similarities (Figure 5.3, Table 5.1).  In silico analysis of these NMJ-devoid 
samples identified a total of 200 metabolic pathways common to both species, with the 
majority of the cascades (66%) showing no significant species differences.   
 
Conversely, only 68 individual pathways (34%) showed a significant differential proteomic 
expression between the species (i.e. pathways with a –log10(p value) ≥ 1.3).  These findings 
support a conclusion of broad conservation of the muscle proteomes of the two species. 
 
5.4.2.2   Divergence of the NMJ proteome (human cf. mouse)  
In contrast, comparative analysis of the proteomic profiles of the NMJ samples (human cf. 
mouse) revealed clear differences (Figure 5.3, Table 5.1).  In silico analysis of these NMJ-
enriched samples identified a total of 36 nervous system related pathways common to both 
species, with the majority of the cascades (97%) showing statistically significant species 
differences.  Many of these cascades are known to impact on NMJ form and function, 
including core synaptic pathways such as ‘agrin interactions at the NMJ’ (Table 5.1, Figure 
5.4).   
 
Within each of the identified pathways, individual proteins varied in their comparative 
abundance: some were more abundant in humans (cf. mice), some were more abundant in 
mice (cf. humans), whilst others were of similar abundance in both species (differing by < 
20%) (Figure 5.4).  For example, major differences in relative abundance were observed in 24 
individual proteins contributing to agrin interactions at the NMJ (Figure 5.4).  Since each 
pathway contained examples of proteins that were more abundant in one or other species, it 
can be concluded that present observations are not an artefact of relative enrichment during 









Conversely, only 1 pathway in the NMJ-enriched samples (‘GABA receptor signaling’) 
showed no significant differential proteomic expression between the species.  Together, 
these data suggest that the human NMJ has a distinct molecular composition to the mouse 
NMJ.  This finding is consistent with the recent observation of species-specific gene 
expression in developing neurons of humans and mice (Qiu et al, 2016).   
 
The large differences between the NMJ proteomes of the two species but close similarity of 




















6.1   Chapter summary 
 
This final chapter will review the major findings of the project and discuss the implications 
for translational studies of neurodegenerative disease and future research directions. 
 
6.2   Major findings 
 
Despite the clinical importance of the NMJ in the context of human disease, there have been 
few dedicated studies of human NMJ structure and function to date.  The primary aim of 
this project therefore was to provide the first comprehensive description of the cellular and 
molecular architecture of the human NMJ.  To this end, the current study has generated four 
major research findings: 
 
1. Human NMJs have unique morphological characteristics, including small size, thin axons, 
rudimentary nerve terminals and distinctive ‘nummular’ endplates, all of which distinguish 
them from comparable synapses in other experimental animal models such as mice.  
 
2. Human NMJs are remarkably stable across the entire lifespan, in contrast to the synaptic 
destabilization that is typical of more short-lived mammals such as rodents. 
 
3. Human active zones have a unique functional architecture; this pre-synaptic specialization 
may contribute to the safety factor of neurotransmission at the smaller human NMJ. 
  
4. Human NMJs demonstrate proteome-wide differences in molecular composition (cf. mice) 
whilst the metabolic pathways of the muscle fibre are relatively conserved. 
 
In addition to these major research findings, significant progress has also been made in the 
methodological approaches required to undertake detailed comparative studies of NMJ 




1) A comprehensive and fully validated approach to morphometric analysis has been 
developed (NMJ-morph), with the aim of providing a standard framework for reporting 
NMJ morphology.  NMJ-morph has been made freely available in the public domain to 
facilitate the comparison of NMJ data from different research laboratories in the future. 
 
2) A number of advanced statistical approaches including principal components analysis, 
have been utilized to reveal underlying principles accounting for natural variation in NMJ 
morphology, that are otherwise difficult to appreciate with simpler statistical techniques.  
These approaches are particularly suited to the large scale data analyses presented here. 
 
3) A robust and reliable method of sampling human NMJs from disease-free regions of 
surgical discard material in patients undergoing lower limb amputation was developed.  
This approach represents a unique and valuable resource, with significant advantages 
compared with previous techniques such as motor point biopsy.  
 
4) Novel approaches to facilitate super-resolution imaging of active zone architecture and 
comparative proteomic profiling of the human and mouse NMJ were developed. 
 
6.3   Future research   
 
Now that both a standardized analysis platform (NMJ-morph) and a robust method for 
sampling human NMJs has been developed, various lines of enquiry can now be followed, 
investigating both specifics of human NMJ structure, function and pathology, and broader 
aspects of comparative anatomy and neurobiological research. 
 
6.3.1   Human NMJ research 
Possible directions for future research include additional studies of basic human NMJ 
structure and function, especially in the years from birth to adulthood where present 
knowledge is particularly lacking, and the crucial clinical aspects of NMJ pathology. 
 
6.3.1.1   Structural studies 
To conclude the basic structural survey of the human NMJ described in the present work, 
the other cellular components of the NMJ now require definitive investigation in humans, 
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specifically, the number and arrangement of terminal Schwann cell(s) and the presence or 
absence of NMJ-capping cells (kranocytes).  These analyses could be extended to include 
neighboring cell types such as fibroblasts, macrophages, satellite cells, etc.  Further light 
microscopic work may also be warranted to address a number of specific questions in 
relation to the gross innervation of human muscle and NMJ pathology (discussed below). 
 
Given the markedly different active zones in human and mouse NMJs revealed by super-
resolution imaging, the fine details of human active zone ultrastructure now need to be 
elucidated with electron microscopy.  Building on the present SNAP25 data, further super-
resolution imaging is also required to determine the spatial arrangement of other active zone 
proteins; in this regard, good candidates would include bassoon and piccolo, as comparative 
STED data already exists for these proteins at the mouse NMJ (Nishimune et al, 2016).  
 
In terms of the gross innervation of human muscle, the observation of ‘en passant’ nerve 
terminals in ≈ 10% of human NMJs also requires further study.  One of the limitations of 
teased fibre preparations (used in the present work) is the inevitable distortion of normal 
muscle fibre architecture, and unavoidable sampling of only parts of a whole muscle.  Thus, 
earlier studies of terminal motor innervation typically utilized fetal muscles (Christensen, 
1959), although endplate distribution has been studied in whole adult muscles using 
specialized equipment (e.g. heavy cryostat microtome; Aquilonius et al, 1982; 1984).  
However, the availability of new approaches to immunolabeling of large tissue samples for 
volume imaging such as iDISCO (immunolabeling-enabled three-dimensional imaging of 
solvent-cleared organs; Renier et al, 2014) could potentially facilitate the topographic study 
of terminal innervation in whole adult muscles.  Since this technique has already been 
successfully utilized in whole-mount immunolabeling of 14-week fetuses (with a crown-
rump length of > 5 cm; Belle et al, 2017), it could in theory be used to study the connectome 
of an individual small human muscle, and further delineate the pattern of ‘en passant’ 
innervation.  Suitable muscles would include lower limb lumbrical muscles harvested at 
orthopaedic amputation, where the foot itself is free of disease (e.g. cases 1-3 & 5, Table 4.1); 
in addition, the equivalent connectome of the 4th deep lumbrical muscle of the mouse has 
already been described, providing a useful comparison (Hirst and Ribchester, 2013).  All of 
the above studies could be performed on tissue obtained using the present sampling 
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technique (lower limb amputation), but other sources of tissue would be required to address 
certain specific questions. 
 
The presence of multiple NMJs per muscle fibre in various muscle groups of the head and 
neck (e.g. laryngeal, facial and ocular muscles; Figure 1.1) also warrants re-evaluation in 
light of the present techniques (immunolabeling, confocal microscopy, NMJ-morph).  
Potential sources of tissue include discard specimens obtained at laryngectomy and eye 
enucleation, and surgery for cleft lip and palate or other plastic procedures (facial muscles). 
 
Formal fibre typing of human muscle was not undertaken in the present work, but could 
easily be included in many of the above studies, as new methods of fibre typing based on 
slow and fast isoforms of myosin (Behan et al, 2002) offer several advantages over the 
standard ATPase method, including application to fixed tissue (and archival material). 
 
6.3.1.2   Functional studies 
The proteomic profiling of the human NMJ undertaken in the present study represents the 
very the tip of the iceberg in terms of the molecular characterization of human NMJ form 
and function, and the current database provides a valuable resource for future data mining 
and bioinformatics.  In depth analysis of individual proteins and pathways in the existing 
database will aid in the design and interpretation of future studies of human proteomics.  
An appropriate starting point would be a focused analysis of the neurotransmitter and 
nervous system signaling cascades that demonstrated significantly different regulation at the 
human and mouse NMJs, e.g. agrin interactions at the NMJ (Figure 5.4); other potential 
pathways of interest are listed in Table 5.1.   
 
The present muscle harvesting techniques could also be modified (relatively easily) to obtain 
en-bloc nerve-muscle preparations for electrophysiological and/or other structure-function 
studies, e.g. full-length intact muscle fibres of peroneus longus or brevis (≈ 2 cm) with the 
corresponding intramuscular branches of the superficial peroneal nerve.  These nerve-
muscle preparations could be used to further investigate the safety factor at the human NMJ 




Fibre-optic confocal microendoscopy (CME) is an emerging technique that allows real time 
visualization of NMJs in situ (Brown et al, 2014).  To date, the technique has been used to 
successfully image mouse NMJs in vivo, and has potential diagnostic applications in the 
clinical management of human neuromuscular diseases.  The nerve-muscle preparations 
discussed above would provide an ideal model for preliminary tests of CME in humans. 
 
6.3.1.3   The human NMJ from birth to adulthood 
Although the current study provides significant insights into the relative stability of the 
human NMJ with age (Section 4.4.4), the case series does not include any individuals from 
the first three decades of life, though the absence of data from this age group is problematic 
in many areas of human research.  The small number of studies into aging of the human 
NMJ (see Section 1.2.4) has included a limited amount of data from children and young 
adults, but not adolescents (Wokke et al, 1990; Gambino et al, 1990).   
 
Paediatric amputations (both upper and lower limb) are indicated in certain circumstances, 
with the majority being due to trauma (Khan et al, 2016); malignant tumours are the most 
common non-traumatic indication, with a peak incidence of 12 to 21 years (Tooms, 2002).  In 
the present study, human NMJs have been obtained successfully from rectus abdominis at 
laparotomy (Section 4.4.3), therefore paediatric abdominal surgery may provide a better 
(and more frequent) opportunity to source tissue in this age range (0 to 30 years).  Based on 
animal studies of the NMJ demonstrating typical ‘plaque to pretzel’ development (Marques 
et al, 2000), the human NMJ may be predicted to undergo analogous ‘plaque to nummular’ 
development from in utero through to full maturation. 
 
6.3.1.4   The human NMJ in disease 
Now that a large reference database of normal human NMJ variables has been established, 
informative comparisons can be made with NMJ samples obtained from patients with 
neurodegenerative conditions such as motor neuron disease (e.g. ALS and SMA).  Although 
patients with such disorders who also require lower limb amputation are likely to be rare*, 
NMJ samples obtained for research purposes from elsewhere in the body (e.g. other limb 
and trunk muscles) now have a more robust control in the present database of lower limb 
muscles (EDL, PB, PL, soleus) than has been available previously.  For example, a recent 
study investigating the role of muscle histone deacetylase 4 upregulation in ALS reported 
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(pathological) fragmentation and reinnervation of ALS endplates in samples obtained from 
deltoid and anconeus (Bruneteau et al, 2013).  Based on the natural variation that is now 
known to exist at the human NMJ, these ‘pathological’ examples are likely, in retrospect, to 
be ‘normal’ human NMJs, having similar appearance to many of the healthy human NMJs 
described in the present study (Chapter 4). 
 
[*Amputation of both the upper and lower limbs is occasionally indicated for patients with 
neurological disease or the complications thereof, e.g. paralysis and deformity (Farquharson 
and Moran, 2005).  Indeed, two of the patients in the present series required below knee 
amputation for such complications: case 2, for chronic osteomyelitis secondary to cauda 
equina syndrome; and case 5, for chronic pain secondary to spinal surgery with foot drop.] 
 
Other diseases that are not currently known to involve NMJ dysfunction may also merit 
investigation, facilitated by the technological developments reported in the current study.  
For example, although one of the clinical manifestations of cancer cachexia is skeletal muscle 
wasting (Fearon et al, 2011; Skipworth et al, 2006; 2007), the only known link between cancer 
and the NMJ to date (excluding the Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome presenting as a 
paraneoplastic manifestation of small-cell lung cancer; Antoine and Camdessanché, 2007) is 
the contribution of agrin to the molecular pathways implicated in hepatocellular carcinoma 
(liver cancer; Xiong and Mei, 2017).  Although preliminary data from a single patient with 
stomach cancer (Figure 4.8) does not appear to demonstrate any gross evidence of NMJ 
dysmorphia compared to healthy NMJs in the lower limb muscles (EDL, PL, PB, soleus), this 
data represents the first of its kind in cancer cachexia, and certainly merits a full 
morphological study. 
 
Finally, although care was taken to control for the effects of diabetes mellitus (DM) and 
peripheral vascular disease (PVD) in the present work (by harvesting tissue close to the level 
of amputation; see Section 4.3.3), the potential effects of these conditions on the NMJ could 
now be studied directly.  By sampling tissue from more distally in the limb, where the 
effects of pathology are more overt (i.e. microvascular disease in DM, LoGerfo and Coffman, 
1984 and vascular calcification in PVD, Demer and Tintut, 2008), a direct comparison could 




6.3.2   Animal research and comparative anatomy 
In terms of the present mouse study (Chapter 3), one of the key findings to warrant further 
investigation is the significant level of natural variation observed in mouse NMJs across 
different muscles and animals within the same litter.  Given the reliance on animal models of 
neurodegenerative disease, such levels of natural variation must now be taken into account 
in future studies, if potential NMJ pathology is to be accurately interpreted and translated.  
Equivalent studies are now required to fully investigate NMJ variation across different 
litters and strains, and provide accurate reference data on normal NMJ morphology.  
 
A further unexpected finding to emerge from the mouse study was the peculiar non-linear 
relationship between NMJ size and muscle fibre diameter on the larger calibre fibres of 
triceps and quadriceps, raising the possibility of a cytoplasmic volume limit at the NMJ (or 
perhaps more accurately, the motor neurone as a whole; Section 3.4.3). 
 
In the present study, the measurements of NMJ size and muscle fibre diameter were 
performed independently of one another (i.e. the 2 sets of measurements were performed on 
different fibres at different times, albeit in the same muscle samples); it is conceivable 
therefore that the correlation observed in triceps/quadriceps is not truly accurate.  Although 
this possibility is unlikely, given that the linear correlation observed in the smaller diameter 
cranial and lumbrical muscles was obtained using the same methods (and supports previous 
observations in other muscles; Oda, 1985), repeating this part of the study using single fibre 
preparations (which facilitates dual measurement of NMJ size and fibre diameter), would 
conclusively demonstrate whether this non-linear relationship is truly accurate.   
 
If the present result stands, it would be interesting to study the same correlations in other 
muscles with large calibre fibres (e.g. the gluteal muscles).  In addition, the volume limit 
hypothesis could be further explored by studying the effect of exercise-induced hypertrophy 
on the relationship between NMJ and fibre diameter in small and large calibre muscle fibres. 
 
In terms of comparative anatomy, the general trend toward smaller NMJs in larger animals 
warrants further investigation.  The preliminary work on the comparative anatomy of 
mouse, rat and human NMJs (Section 4.4.6) suggests that a simple inverse relationship 
between NMJ size and body mass does not exist, but this would need to be confirmed with 
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studies of other large mammals such as sheep, pigs, horses and cattle.  In addition, although 
the evolution of bipedalism has been the focus of comparative research at a gross anatomical 
level (Crompton and Günther, 2004), equivalent evolutionary traits at the NMJ have not 
been formally studied.  
 
Finally, current research into neurodegenerative diseases (such as ALS and SMA) relies 
heavily on small animal models of disease (typically rodents, including mice and rats).  In 
comparison, although large animal models of disease are in less frequent use, they provide a 
far more appropriate model of the human condition from an evolutionary standpoint.  
Comparative work on large animals would therefore help to establish a reference database 
of normal synaptic morphology for use in models of human disorders such as Batten 
disease, where large animal models already exist, e.g. sheep (Amorim et al, 2015). 
 
6.4   Concluding remarks 
 
Despite the clinical importance of the NMJ in the context of human disease, the present 
study represents, to date, the first comprehensive work on the comparative anatomy of the 
human neuromuscular junction.  The cellular and molecular architecture of the human NMJ 
is now known to be fundamentally different to that of other mammalian species.  These 
differences must be taken into consideration when translating animal models of disease to 
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NMJ-morph User Guide 
 
 
User guide reproduced from Edinburgh DataShare, http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/1490 
(Jones and Gillingwater, 2016).  For use in conjunction with the Open Biology article,  
doi: 10.1098/rsob.160240 (Jones et al, 2016). 
 
This user guide comprises a workflow that has been designed for use in conjunction with 
Figure 2 (and Supplementary Figures 2 and 3) of the manuscript and the downloadable 
spreadsheets and image bank.  The following descriptions guide the user through the stages 
of analysis for each NMJ using ImageJ (or Fiji), and correspond in order to the workflow 
depicted in Figure 2 of the manuscript.  Instructions in italics refer to the selectable functions 
in the ImageJ menus.  Variables listed in red typeface are defined as ‘core variables’, those in 
blue as ‘derived variables’ and those in green as ‘associated nerve and muscle variables’.  See 
manuscript for further explanation and definition of individual terms. 
 
Basic Image Details 
Before entering numerical values into the spreadsheet for any of the NMJ variables, the basic 
properties of the image must be noted first.  This is the frame size of the image, which must 
be recorded as both length in pixels and length in metric units.  For the sample NMJs 
provided in the image bank, the frame size is 512×512 pixels and 67.48×67.48 μm (entered 
into the relevant cells as ‘512’ and ‘67.48’). 
 
Initial Image Processing 
ImageJ Operations →  Open maximum intensity projection in ImageJ → Image → Colour → 
Split channels.  Then, for each channel separately → Image → Adjust → Threshold (select 
‘Huang’, ‘Yen’, or adjust threshold manually with top slider.  To allow accurate threshold 
selection, a second maximum intensity projection should be opened for comparison.  Once 
the threshold has been selected, close the window at the top left – don’t select ‘Apply’) → 
Process → Noise → Despeckle → Select background colour using colour picker tool, then 
manually erase extraneous background detail with paintbrush tool (to isolate the relevant 
NMJ on a white background) → Process → Binary → Make binary (Keep all options selected – 
the resulting binary image will have either a red or green background.  Selecting Make binary 
for a second time at this stage creates a white background; the coloured backgrounds are 
required however for ‘overlap’ to be calculated – see later) → Save the ‘cleaned’ pre- and 
post-synaptic images separately (as tiff files).  All subsequent analysis is performed on these 
images (with the exception of the ‘segmented particles’ function – see number of AChR 
clusters, average area of AChR clusters, ‘fragmentation’).  
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Presynaptic Measurements  
 
Number of Axonal Inputs 
ImageJ Operations →  The original maximum intensity projection should be inspected for 
any evidence of polyneuronal innervation and the number of individual axonal inputs per 
NMJ noted in the spreadsheet. 
 
Axon Diameter  
ImageJ Operations →  Open saved ‘clean’ image → Measure axon diameter with line tool at 
points of maximum and minimum diameter, and at edge of endplate (this latter 
measurement should be either the point at which the axon crosses the edge of the endplate, 
or the point at which the axon ramifies, if this lies outside the area of the endplate) → Results 
→ Summarize → Record mean diameter in spreadsheet. 
 
Nerve Terminal Perimeter 
Nerve Terminal Area 
ImageJ Operations →  Open saved ‘clean’ image → Select background colour with colour 
picker tool, then manually erase axon with paintbrush tool → Edit → Selection → Create 
selection (this will automatically outline the remaining nerve terminals) → Analyze → Measure 
→ Record area & perimeter in spreadsheet. 
 
Number of Terminal Branches (n) 
Number of Branch Points 
Total Length of Branches (l) 
Average Length of Branches (l/n) 
‘Complexity’  
ImageJ Operations →  Open saved ‘clean’ image → Process → Binary → Make binary 
(background becomes white) → Process → Binary → Skeletonize → Select background colour 
with colour picker tool, then manually erase axon with paintbrush tool → Plugins → 
BinaryConnectivity (keep ‘white particles on black background’ selected – the binary image then 
‘disappears’ – this is correct) → Analyze → Histogram → List → Enter the count for values 0, 
2, 4 & 5 into the spreadsheet → Branch analysis will be performed automatically for the 













ImageJ Operations →  Open saved ‘clean’ image → Edit → Selection → Create selection (this 
will automatically outline the AChR clusters) → Analyze → Measure → Record area & 
perimeter in spreadsheet → Continue analysis below. 
 
Endplate Diameter  
ImageJ Operations →  (Continued from above) → Process → Subtract background → Select 
‘Create background’ (keep ‘rolling ball radius’ at 50.0 pixels)→ Process → Binary → Make binary 
(background becomes white and edge of endplate becomes sharper) → Measure maximum 





ImageJ Operations →  (Continued from above) → Edit → Selection → Create selection (this will 




ImageJ Operations →  ‘Compactness’ is calculated automatically once the values for AChR 
cluster area and endplate area have been entered into the spreadsheet.   
 
‘Area of Synaptic Contact’ 
‘Overlap’ 
ImageJ Operations →  Open saved ‘clean’ images of both nerve terminals and endplate.  For 
endplate → Edit → Invert.  With both images now open → Image → Stacks → Tools → 
Concatenate (select ‘OK’ – images will be merged into one stack) → Image → Stacks → Z 
project (keep ‘average intensity’ selected – a 3 colour image will be produced in black and 2 
tones of either red or green, as in Figure 2) → Process → Binary → Make binary (this will leave 
just the unoccupied AChRs) → Edit → Selection → Create selection (this will automatically 
outline the area of unoccupied AChRs) → Analyze → Measure → Enter this value into the 






Number of AChR Clusters 
Average Area of AChR Clusters 
‘Fragmentation’ 
ImageJ Operations →  Open original maximum intensity projection (not the ‘clean’ image) → 
Image → Colour → Split channels and select endplate channel → Process → Binary → Make 
binary → Process → Find maxima → Select ‘Segmented particles’ (keep ‘noise tolerance’ at 10) → 
Manually count the number of clusters of segmented particles – this is recorded in the 
spreadsheet as the ‘number of AChR clusters’; ‘average area of AChR clusters’ and 
‘fragmentation’ will be calculated automatically. 
 
Muscle Fibre Diameter 
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“What would you think it’s worth telling future generations about the life you’ve lived and the 
lessons you’ve learned from it?” 
 
“I should like to say two things, one intellectual and one moral.  The intellectual thing I 
should want to say is this: When you are studying any matter, or considering any 
philosophy, ask yourself only what are the facts and what is the truth that the facts bear out.  
Never let yourself be diverted either by what you wish to believe, or by what you think 
would have beneficent social effects if it were believed.  But look only, and solely, at what 
are the facts.  That is the intellectual thing that I should wish to say.  
 
The moral thing I should wish to say… I should say love is wise, hatred is foolish.  In this 
world which is getting more closely and closely interconnected we have to learn to tolerate 
each other, we have to learn to put up with the fact that some people say things that we 
don’t like.  We can only live together in that way and if we are to live together and not die 
together we must learn a kind of charity and a kind of tolerance which is absolutely vital to 
the continuation of human life on this planet.” 
 
Interview, Face to Face, BBC, 1959 
 
 
Bertrand Russell 
(1872–1970) 
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